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CHAPTER FIVE 
 

 

"…SOMETHING BORROWED AND A LITTLE BIT BLUE: 

THE RISE OF THE AUSTRALIAN REVUSICAL,  
1916-1919" 

 

 

Revues are entirely outing the costume-comedy companies in vaudeville. The former class 

of entertainment is much the more in keeping with the character of such houses. At any rate, 

the excellent business done at the National shows that Ben J. Fuller has made no mistake in 

replacing the one by the other.
211

 
 

 

 
 

Opening Night of Arthur Morley's On the Sands 
Thornton's Rosebery Theatre, Gardener's Road, Mascot (Sydney) 

Australian Variety and Show World 26 Jan. 1916, 6. 
(Courtesy of the Mitchell Library, State Library of NSW) 

 

 

 The loose amalgams of popular culture entertainment that came together during the 

Australian revusical's early development period effectively created, for perhaps around a year or 

so, a music theatre meta-genre. Because their producers were experimenting with various forms 

and structures they are therefore much harder to distinguish as genre than say the intimate revue, 

which was beginning to emerge out of the Princess Theatre (New York) during the same period. 

The dozen or more hybrid productions known to have been crafted together between the 

American Burlesque Company's 1913/14 Australian tour and the arrival of Stiffy and Mo in 

                                                           
211     Theatre Magazine June (1916), 39. 
 

Citations details: Clay Djubal. "What Oh Tonight: The Methodology Factor and Pre-1930s' Variety Theatre.' Ph D, U of Qld, 2005. 

Australian Variety Theatre Archive  •  http://ozvta.com/dissertations/ 
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1916 can therefore be seen to have taken on forms recognised as sufficiently different from 

other variety entertainment and musical comedy forms, while at the same time drawing on a 

combination of established theatrical and variety entertainment conventions. The Theatre notes 

as much when it proposes in early 1915 that the Paul Stanhope Merry Musical Burlesque 

Company's second part entertainment at the National Amphitheatre (Sydney) while "a refreshing 

departure from the ordinarily-presented vaudeville acts" nevertheless contained the typical fare 

of "singing, dancing and other novelties," and would therefore very likely be much appreciated 

by the Fuller-Brennan patrons ("Paul Stanhope" 35). The Australian revusical's gestation period, 

as the previous chapter indicates, was also as much the result of creative responses to financial 

restrictions as it was to finding new ways to entertain. The content of these early revusicals, as 

far as can be inferred from the limited information available through reviews and critical 

comment, suggests, too, that the intersection of popular culture idealism and market-force 

realism saw these locally created mini-musical comedies develop from within the audience's 

social world rather than being imposed from above. As entertainment forms they were in 

essence familiar and expected vaudeville performances unified by varying degrees of narrative 

or plot logic. The situations and meanings generated therefore effectively bore the interests of 

the people who came to see these shows, while the production philosophies derived from profit-

motivated industrial practice.  

 

It was not unusual, then, for revusicals during the era under investigation to offer 

narratives around such contemporary issues of popular culture relevance as motoring (A Motor 

Car Burlesque, 1917); new or advancing technology (Photography, 1915; and Gramophone 

Girls, 1917); the latest crazes (The Ragtime Train, 1917); the increasing popularity of surf-

related pastimes (On the Sands, Hello Coogee, 1915; Seaside Incidentals, 1916; A Mix-Up at 

Manly, The Hero of Coogee Beach, Seaside Frolics, 1917; By the Silvery Sea and In the Surf, 

1918); flappers (Chase Me Girls, The Matinee Girl, 1916; The Musical Comedy Girl, The 

Flyaway Girls, Oh You Girls,1917; and The Rainbow Girls, 1918; government policies (Six 

O'clock Closing, 1917); and of course military-related stories (In the Army, Sock the Kaiser, A 

Gay Deserter, 1918; and Artilleryman Wins, 1919).
212

  Sporting settings (horse-racing, boxing 

and including gambling), insanity/lunatic asylums and wives/mother-in-laws were also popular 

subject matter for revusicals during the same period. 

 

 As the introduction to this thesis has previously noted, Nat Phillips' Tabloid Musical 

Comedy Company's maiden performance at the Princess Theatre on 8 July 1916 is clearly a 

pivotal moment for both the Australian revusical and the theatre industry in general, setting in 

                                                           
212     Jim Gerald's acclaimed musical sketch, "The New Recruit" - later to be expanded into the revusical 1914-1818; Or, For the 

Duration (1922) - was also first staged in 1919. 
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motion a train of events that led not only to the emergence of arguably Australia's most 

culturally significant and popular comedy duo of the pre-television era, but also promoting both 

the localisation and further development of the Australian revusical genre. The company's 

significance, and indeed that of Phillips himself, is such his company is accorded its own 

chapter. The primary motivation for this chapter then is an investigation of the broader aspects 

of the revusical's development during this intense period of social upheaval and industry 

activity. As such it initiates new insights into both the content and structure of this new 

theatrical genre as well as several key revusical industry figures whose creative input and 

popular appeal while not matching that of Stiffy and Mo, can nevertheless now be determined as 

historically and culturally significant. The chapter will also provide evidence to support the 

argument that the revusical had had no categorical nomenclature ascribed to it even up until the 

early 1920s, and that in fact the term 'revusical' was among the earliest terms applied to the 

genre.   

 

 Of critical importance to this chapter's survey of the early revusicals era are the social and 

industrial machinations that impacted on its development. The role the war played in 

intensifying and ultimately determining the country's sense of national identity is one significant 

factor at play here, and is subsequently given a good deal of attention.  Continuing on from the 

previous chapter's discussion of the inappropriateness of making claims about Australia's 

broader population mass based on "high" cultural forms of expression (art, literature and drama 

etc), this chapter also seeks to understand what social and ideological relationship these 

revusicals had with the popular culture.  The approach taken is founded very much on the 

understanding that a cultural capital chasm exists between intellectual activism and the popular 

culture aesthetic. This is a point agreed upon by cultural theorists like John Fiske, who writes: 

"popular culture is progressive, not revolutionary… Radical art tries to create its own terms of 

existence, to free itself from the status quo, [and while] it has an important part in a system of 

culture… it can never, in itself, be popular" (161). Although "radical" here may seem rather an 

inappropriate term for describing the type of cultural articulation emanating from the theatre and 

literature of this era, its application by Fiske is aligned with Bourdieu's perception of radical art 

as that which opposes, or perhaps lies outside, the fundamental everyday reality of popular 

culture thinking and expression - of popular culture taste. As Bourdieu sees it: "A high art text is 

less likely to contain popular culture codes or programs, as that would devalue its critical 

perception within the culture who claim it" (2). In his discussion on the politics of popular 

culture Fiske also argues that high (or bourgeois) art can not align itself with the people, in their 

variety of allegiances, if it fails to recognise their pleasures or acknowledge their power (1963). 

From this perspective it follows that cultural identity cannot be imposed from above (whether by 
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politicians or intellectual, radical thinkers) but from below. That is, from within the broader 

popular culture demographic. The formation of this cultural identity is effectively the result of a 

process that rejects control in favour of everyday relevance and emerges as a manifestation of 

individual discrimination multiplied exponentially through mass social functioning. The popular 

culture therefore evaluates and consumes the images and ideologies functioning as cultural 

signposts according to ordinary social norms. Variety entertainment, and particularly the 

revusical, must be seen, then as offering social and theatre historians alike with a rich field of 

inquiry intimately linked to the formation of Australian cultural identity.  

 

 While this chapter will necessarily focus on a select group of individuals and companies, 

it must be acknowledged that they were far from being the only purveyors of the genre to garner 

widespread popularity. As the entries in Appendix C for the years 1916 to 1919 indicate there 

were several dozen or more high profile revusical companies operating on the various Australian 

East Coast circuits. All of these troupes contributed to the expansion of the variety industry and 

the development of the locally-written and staged revusical genre (further information on a 

number of these artists can be accessed through Appendix D), and hence deserve recognition. 

The objective here, however, is to focus the survey towards some of the more prominent 

revusical troupes as a means of providing a closer analysis of the Australian revusical's general 

content and design. The chapter will also examine two additional, though no less important, 

areas of popular culture activity. I refer here to the vital role that ragtime, jazz, and the 

flapper/chorus girl played in elevating the genre's popular culture appeal. Through this 

investigation it can be demonstrated that Australian revusical writers and producers utilised and 

adapted these two particular war-time phenomena in such ways that they further position the 

revusical as socio-cultural magnet for popular culture productivity.  

 

 Of the Australian East Coast circuits already established by 1916, or which rapidly 

developed or expanded in response to the public demand for this new entertainment from around 

that year onwards, most notable were those operated by the Fullers (all Australian capital cites 

and New Zealand), Harry Clay (Sydney, South-West NSW and Queensland), Jacky Landow and 

Bert Howard (Sydney), Ike Beck (Sydney/Hunter Valley), Holland and St John and John N. 

McCallum (Brisbane), Birch and Carroll (Queensland) and Dix-Baker (Hunter Valley, NSW).  

The Tivoli circuit under the auspices of its new general manager Hugh D. McIntosh while 

heavily involved in the production of musical comedies and follies-style revues, showed 

remarkably little interest in the revusical form. With there having been no stated policy 

regarding this decision to refrain from staging or developing the genre we can only surmise the 

company's reasons. One may well have been that the company considered these local 
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productions to be inferior to imported musical comedies and revues.
213

 Such thinking can 

essentially be seen as an attempt to replicate the cultural cringe ideology found in Australia's 

serious art and literature community. The second reason may well have considered these 

revusicals were lower on the quality continuum than contemporary variety acts or musical 

comedies - being more closely associated with traditional low-comedy forms such as burlesque 

and minstrel farce. Support for this argument can be seen in the Fuller's managerial strategy for 

Melbourne during the revusical's early phase of development.  As noted in a previous chapter 

the Victorian capital held a reputation for being much more discriminating towards popular 

culture entertainment that the other capital cities, and particularly Sydney. It is for just such a 

reason that the variety industry's many component sectors (production houses, media, agencies 

etc) clustered primarily in Sydney during the preceding decades, and why the revusical's 

epicentre for production and creative growth was also located largely in the New South Wales 

capital. In an attempt to placate the two market sectors the Fullers presented revusicals and 

vaudeville at one of their Melbourne houses and promoted a high class traditional vaudeville 

programme (comparable to the Tivoli style of entertainment) at the other. Australian Variety's 

reporting of the Fuller's newly remodelled Melbourne variety house the Palace Theatre 

(previously the National) in November 1916 notes that is "intended for stock burlesque 

shows,"
214

 an indication also that the revusical genre was still not recognised as being distinctly 

separate from previous low culture variety traditions.
215

 

 

 Although industry growth during the years 1916 to 1919 was certainly due to increasing 

public demand for revusicals it is not the only factor to have played a role in that expansion. 

Rather, a complex combination of industry-specific strategies, local and international reactions 

to the war, and technological and social developments were also involved. As this thesis has 

previously demonstrated, the significant advancements in private and government ancillary 

services, and the pre-war return of economic growth patterns, were indirectly influential in 

providing variety-associated private industries with the ability to cluster in support of artists and 

entrepreneurial organisations. The combination of a much improved and continually expanding 

national transport infrastructure, better travelling conditions and accommodation, an increase in 

the numbers of new theatres being built, and the growth of specialist variety-connected industry 

sectors, provided the revusical, and variety in general, with the means and opportunity to 

                                                           
213     An additional possibility is that even though he was suffering a down-turn in imported acts due to wartime restrictions, 

discussed in greater depth shortly, McIntosh's policy was still heavily weighted in favour of foreign stars dominating the bills. 

Thus it would seem feasible to argue that few international acts, or the star producers engaged by McIntosh to oversee the 

company's productions, would be inclined to involve themselves in locally-written revusicals.  
214     Australian Variety and Show World 1 Nov. (1916), 4.  
215     Walter Johnson's Revue Company was afforded the honour of opening the Palace Theatre for the Fullers on 5 November 

1916. The company's premiere production was The Flirting Widow. The troupe at that stage included Jack Kearns, his daughter, 

Vera, and ex-American Burlesque star, Harry Burgess. 
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increase its marketplace penetration to meet wartime demand. Indeed, this growth pattern shows 

clear similarities with Michael Porter's observation that all industries initiate increased growth 

rates within a predominantly repeat-custom marketplace through rapid product replacement and 

by increasing per capita consumption (168). They cannot achieve this potential, however, unless 

able to access a reliable network of established support industries and infrastructures. Likewise, 

the variety industry's contingent expansion from 1916 onwards relied heavily on access to both 

marketplace resources and demographic expansion. The growth of revusical production alone 

between 1916 and 1919 indicates that the troupes producing them were being sufficiently 

supported. The industry's growth can also be seen as both self-serving and self-sustaining 

because in the process of providing additional fiscal advantage for themselves the leading 

variety organisations like those mentioned above also served to provide the independently-

operated revusical troupes with secure employment and logistical support. This in turn 

established additional incentive for those entering the variety industry (whether as performers, 

entrepreneurs or in the associated sectors), thus increasing the demand for associated industry 

expansion. 

 

 In addition to the physical ramifications of industry growth these leading entrepreneurial 

operations were also invigorating the industry with levels of professionalism, efficiency and 

enthusiasm not evidenced within the lower levels of Australian variety since the mid to late 

1880s. This diffusion of proprietary knowledge and experience, whereby firms learn from each 

other through observation) is a factor identified by Porter as being a key to any industry's growth 

(172). For the variety industry this occurred in several ways. The frequent interchanging of 

personnel, for example, meant that information and advice was continually being passed 

between companies. The availability of two key industry magazines was another. These 

provided additional access to the internal machinations of the national industry, increased 

awareness of general industry-related issues and goings-on, and insights into new acts and 

developments such as the revusical. Other key factors lay outside the immediate area of 

industry, however. Perhaps the most influential in terms of promoting managerial expansion was 

the lessening of the psychological barriers brought on by the 1890s' depression. With the long-

term effects having begun to recede within the entertainment industry by the turn of the second 

decade, it appears that a new entertainment industry landscape also began to emerge - one that 

was now less constrained by the fear of wholesale financial collapse and increasingly buoyed 

more by this new era of social and economic optimism. While some of these new entertainment 

entrepreneurs, Hugh D. McIntosh included, struggled to find their feet in the industry, not 

having access to (or perhaps in McIntosh's instance, not accepting of) the prerequisite 

proprietary knowledge available through decades of industry experience, a number of others 
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were able to establish their credentials within the industry, and perhaps more importantly in their 

immediate public's mind. Such men include bookmaker and Australian Variety general manager 

Andy Kerr; ex-theatre critic-turned booking agent James H. White;
216

 ex-Harry Rickards 

employee-turned showman Bert Howard; and ex-Queensland railways refreshment room 

licensee-turned film exhibitor and theatre showman Edward J. Carroll. In each of these 

examples it can be determined that they were not only generally experienced businessmen, but 

that they also availed themselves of variety's long-established networking principle as a means 

of formulating and putting into operation business practices that allowed their operations to gain 

footholds in the marketplace during the critical war years. Kerr, for example, started out by 

utilising his Australian Variety connections and employing well-established and experienced 

senior variety practitioners like James Craydon to help run his operations. In the same way that 

past variety entrepreneurs like Harry Rickards and the Cogills formed temporary partnerships to 

establish themselves in new areas, Kerr also formed relationships with other key industry 

practitioners like Harry Clay.
217

  Film exhibitor Edward Carroll, who as early as 1913 found it 

expedient to run his far-reaching Queensland operations with the help of George Birch and 

Virgil T. Coyle, also formed associations with variety organisations like Ted Holland and the 

Fullers as a means of strengthening his considerable investment in live theatre production.  

 

 Another significant factor to impact on the local industry was the war time slow down in 

overseas travel by variety performers. The benefit to the local industry as a consequence of this 

situation was not surprisingly that increasing numbers of local artists were being offered 

engagements they would not have otherwise been able to secure. Indications are that the slow-

down in foreign acts began to manifest as early as 1915, but did not reach its peak until around 

1917-18. Evidence for this comes largely from the higher rate of industry comment regarding 

the situation, its perceived effect on audience reactions, and the potential down-turn in audience 

numbers. The views expressed in the industry magazines by their own critics and by leading 

firms like the Fullers and the Tivoli suggest that this opportunity for increased local employment 

was not regarded by all within the industry as advantageous. Australian Variety proposed in 

1917, for example, that the "far-reaching effect" on the industry, whereby hardly a dozen acts 

had come to the country in the previous six months while each boat leaving for America is 

taking performers back," was forcing firms like the Tivoli and Fullers to engage local acts that 

ordinarily wouldn't get a look in (8).
218

  An article published in the same magazine the following 

year indicates that it had received "week after week many letters on the subject of the poorness 

                                                           
216    For further information regarding Kerr and White, see Clay Djubal "Harry Clay and Clay's Vaudeville Company 1865-

1930" (1998), Appendix E, v. pags. 
217    Ibid. Appendix E, 143. 
218    "Vaudeville Situation." Australian Variety and Show World 2  May (1917), 8. 
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of vaudeville programs throughout Australasia" ("Dearth of Vaudeville" 18).
219

 Observations 

such as these were by no means the only ones to surface during the war years,
220

 indicating that 

a certain level of tension was being felt with the industry - or at least within certain sectors of 

the industry.  

 

A close analysis of these critical insights shows how easily historical evidence can be 

misread if they are not given adequate industry contextualisation.  I refer here to the fact that 

almost all of these criticisms are directed towards the Tivoli and Fullers operations only. This is 

because the lower industry levels - which traditionally supported a predominantly home grown 

or resident performer base - remained largely unaffected by the situation. There is also no 

indication that these lower level companies were finding audience resistance to their war time 

bills. Even the "Dearth of Vaudeville Acts" article published in March of 1918 reports that the 

Fullers had been doing "wonderful business." Appendix C supports this observation by showing 

that the company was enjoying huge success with troupes like Stiffy and Mo, Bert Le Blanc, 

Tom Haverley, Victor Prince, Les Bates and Arthur Morley (who had by then moved off Clay's 

circuit and on the Fullers), and through its touring pantomimes - notably The Bunyip, 

Cinderella, Bluebeard and Babes in the Wood.  The long-held belief that variety entertainment 

was in demise beginning as early as the war years may also be in part a response to the larger 

advertising coverage within newspapers and magazines by film exhibitors. As Chapters One and 

Two have asserted, however, one cannot draw conclusions about the industry growth or decline 

based only on the presence of advertising or reviews in metropolitan newspapers because most 

of the industry relied on such activity sparingly, if at all.  

 

 An examination of these criticisms concerning the lessening of variety's standards when 

placed in a broader industry context - that is by surveying the state of the industry as a whole 

rather than relying only on the critiques themselves - and undertaken in conjunction with a more 

rigorous examination of this discourse, indicates that it was the Tivoli that suffered most from 

the enforced reduction in imported artists. This is not to say that the Tivoli was alone in 

encountering difficulties in its ability to maintain the same levels of performance quality 

experienced in the years immediately leading up to circa 1916. There is certainly evidence to 

suggest that the Fullers' were required to adopt various strategies in order to circumvent the 

war's impact on overseas travel. If we look first at the Tivoli and then at the Fullers' it can be 

demonstrated that even at the upper echelons of the industry the problem of overcoming a 

shortage of high level artists was dealt with differently and thus led to quite contrasting  results.    

 

                                                           
219    This article also claims that variety's declining standards were the result of the war-times profit tax. It blames this tax for 

reducing the incentive for managers to try and induce foreign acts exempt from military duty to come to the county. 
220    See also "Ben J. Fuller Discusses a Few Things" Australian Variety and Show World 13 Sept. (1918), 9. 
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 Hugh D. McIntosh's entrepreneurial credentials prior to taking over as the Tivoli general 

manager on 14 September 1912 were largely in the area of boxing promotion. In a 1912 Theatre 

interview, however, he declared himself to be "no stranger to vaudeville," pointing to the twenty 

weeks he spent on the Moss-Stoll circuit along with a forty-week US vaudeville circuit tour 

presenting descriptions of the famous Burns v Johnston fight complete with biograph pictures. 

In the same interview McIntosh made it clear that it was his intention to run the company along 

the same lines as Rickards, noting that he was in the happy position of taking over "a peculiarly 

regular [and] well balanced business." The new general manager also expressed his desire to 

"continue the ever-upward trend of the entertainments given at the different Rickards-houses," 

the implication being that imported quality artists would continue to dominate the programmes 

as had been the case with Rickards ("Hugh D. McIntosh" 28).  Whatever his plans for the future 

were when taking over the company's operations they certainly did not take the war into 

consideration. Neither, perhaps did he envisage the intensity of the reaction by the Sydney-based 

variety industry's towards his editorship of the Sunday Times (and the subsequent biased 

promotion of the Tivoli programmes at the expense of the Tivoli's competition). In addition to 

the evidence provided in Chapter Two concerning the anti-McIntosh sentiment during this 

period, we find the Theatre's "Month in Vaudeville" columnist X-Ray regularly castigating the 

company's offerings. In the June 1916 issue he writes, for example: "There is nothing startlingly 

new in the way of specialties or novelties" (41); while in September: "A fair audience the night I 

was there… an entirely new programme it may be - to those who have never seen the Follies 

before" (54). X-Ray's November 1916 review included the following: "Pictures and ordinary 

vaudeville turns padded out the first half. It's a great scheme - that of charging up to 5/- for films 

that you can see at dozens of places elsewhere at prices down to -/6!" (51). The Theatre also 

suggested in 1917 that if McIntosh  only had a few more acts of the quality of the Mayos, "he 

wouldn't be troubled by the empty seats that during the middle of March made the Tivoli 

(Sydney) look so desolate - or deserted."
221

 

 

 As noted previously Australian Variety was willing to point out the Tivoli's woes if 

required. Its 29 December 1915 issue uses words like "mediocre" and "monotonous" to describe 

the songs and dancing in one Brisbane performance, adding: "The write-up of the show is all 

'comedian' but, then, there is little else in the Follies worth noting" (38). That such criticisms 

continued to dominate descriptions of the Tivoli programmes over the next few years
222

 

naturally raises the question of how much industry and media bias was involved. In this respect 

                                                           
221    X-Ray "Month in Vaudeville" Apr. (1917), 39. 
222    See also: Theatre Sept. (1915), 49 (a complaint about the Tivoli's ordinary New Zealand programme  and high admission 

price); Theatre Jan. (1916), 37 (which advises McIntosh that he could get more out of his performers if Charlie Vaude wrote 

their "jokes, gags patter and songs"); and Theatre June (1918), 29 ("Time Please has brought a much-needed improvement in the 

business that the Tivoli had for a long time been doing"). 
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it appears that while McIntosh's Tivoli operations during this era were fraught with problems, 

both of his and others' making, a certain degree of caution does need to be applied in assessing 

the accuracy of such reports because Australian Variety and the Theatre do exhibit signs of 

having run a campaign against McIntosh. On the other hand neither of these magazines seems to 

directly target individual performers (apart from Vera Pearce) on the basis of their association 

with McIntosh. The critiques appear to have some degree of credibility about them because 

performers are praised, or not, according to the relative merits of their act. This hypothesis 

might be questionable, however, if we consider the level of animosity expressed by the two 

magazines during 1916. Vera Pearce is the one Tivoli artist who appears to have attracted the ire 

of both magazines – possibly because she was a favourite of McIntosh's. Walter Weems is 

another. The February issue of the Theatre suggests, for example: "Miss Pearce is seen in the 

Follies far too often" (46), while the June issue  is even more critical (37-8). Any suggestion of a 

blanket bias is difficult to maintain as the magazine routinely praises the performance of star 

comedian Jack Cannot during his 1916 Tivoli engagement, insisting in most reviews that he had 

carried that particular show.
223

  Invariably the reviews, both negative and positive, are levelled 

at individual acts while responsibility for the overall programme, if unfavourable, is almost 

always levelled at McIntosh. While the degree and frequency of negative criticism directed 

towards the Tivoli programmes, seems almost vindictive - particularly in comparison to 

attention accorded those such as the Fullers and Harry Clay - the likelihood still exists that the 

Tivoli programmes during the critical war years were unable to match the standards expected of 

it from both industry and public alike.  

 

The sentiment typically expressed over the quality of Tivoli entertainment through to the 

end of the war is again exemplified by X-Ray, whose September 1917 review proposes that 

"most of the principals in the Tivoli Follies do very well in their own individual way; but 

without Jack Cannot it is, on the whole a ragged sort of show they give" (33). Adding additional 

weight to the argument that McIntosh struggled against the competition put up by the lower 

industry operators, and probably because his shows were too expensive for the popular culture 

audience, are observations put forward by Delyse Ryan concerning the Tivoli's inability to 

compete in Brisbane with Ted Holland. While Ryan points to the possibility of bias being 

behind the different critical attitudes of Australian Variety and the Brisbane Courier (11-16), a 

clearer indication of the Tivoli's reception in Brisbane during the war years can be seen by the 

short seasons staged there by the company and the frequency (and length) of gaps between each 

season. At one stage in 1916, for example, the Tivoli Roof Garden was closed for some three 

months (132-3). The fiscal reality behind this argument is that, had a market for upscale variety 

                                                           
223     See for example the Theatre Feb. (1916), 46. 
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entertainment been evident in Brisbane, McIntosh would have undoubtedly taken advantage of 

it. He had a theatre there, after all. The problem for McIntosh was that his high cost operations 

required a higher ticket price, which for the majority of the variety audience made it inaccessible 

on a week-to-week basis. The perceived loss of star headline acts and the fact that the Tivoli was 

not producing the latest revusical craze only exacerbated the company's problems in Brisbane - 

as elsewhere. The expense of regularly sending troupes to Brisbane, with its relatively small 

population, was a further disincentive. Even the Fullers did not attempt to locate their business 

in the Queensland capital until after the deaths of Holland and St John, and in this case they 

simply took over their operations.
224

  Not surprisingly the Fullers' subsequent strategy for 

Brisbane, founded on knowledge they had gleaned through several years of artists leasing 

arrangements with Holland and St John, was to continue operating the Empire in an almost 

identical fashion to the way it had been running over the previous decade.  

 

 

 

Hugh D. McIntosh 
Theatre Magazine Nov. (1912), 18. 

(Courtesy of the Fryer Library, U of Qld) 
 

 

 The negative response to the perceived drop in entertainment quality is not entirely 

confined to McIntosh's management, however, because the Fullers also experienced a drain on 

their foreign reserves. Ben Fuller indicated as much in September 1918 when he advised 

Australian Variety of his intention to go to America to seek out any acts that were not restricted 

by war duty embargos ("Ben J. Fuller" 9). The drain on artists to that stage of the war had also 

been exacerbated by the increasing loss of experienced Australian variety artists and dramatic 

                                                           
224     From January 1918. 
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actors to the war effort. Performers of the calibre of Jim Gerald, Stanley McKay, Bruce 

Drysdale, Tom Dawson, Max Clifton (Jim Gerald's brother, and ex-William Anderson lead 

actor), and brothers Jack, Will, Charles and Art, all from  the well-known theatrical Vockler 

family (which also included their sister Lilly and brother-in-law Ern Delavale),
225

 were losses 

the industry could not readily replace.
226

  On the other hand it meant that emerging talents (Roy 

Rene c1914-1916, for example) had their careers fast-tracked after having established their 

names on B-level circuits run by those like Harry Clay and J. C. Bain.
227

  Rather than bring on 

an industry collapse, the downturn in foreign performers instead forced all levels of operations 

to expand their search for new acts and provide increased levels of in-house development so that 

these acts might have a chance of meeting the high level of popular culture expectation. Pressure 

was also being applied to already established acts to update or reinvent their turns more 

regularly. The industry was able to do this because it still effectively operated as a subcultural 

community with well-established communication networks and a supportive infrastructure, thus 

providing a means by which a large percentage of those already in the industry, or those entering 

it, were able to adapt to the changes forced on them. Because the variety community was not a 

closed shop it very quickly became aware that unprecedented opportunities were being opened 

up to them, with this knowledge itself serving to expand and propel industry growth (and 

subsequently the revusical) towards maximum potential through a gold rush mentality.   

 

 While the Tivoli's war-time strategy failed to accommodate the popular culture audience, 

a combination of factors put in play by the Fullers did make things less difficult for them, not 

the least being their support of locally-written and produced revusicals. The genre's widespread 

popular culture appeal not only saw the genre become a national craze, but each troupe 

effectively competed against all the others in what had become a sub-industry sector. Even 

though engagements on circuits like Harry Clay's were keenly sought, it is clear that it was the 

Fullers' organisation that gave these troupes access to the wider public - both in Australia and 

across the Tasman on the firm's Dominion circuit. These independent troupes subsequently 

rationalised competitive strategies so as to increase their chances of being signed. It comes as no 

surprise to learn, then, that the best-known and most successful revusical troupes all had an 

association at some time with the Fullers.  

                                                           
225    See feature articles and public notices regarding the Vockler brothers in the 26 June 1916 and 21 July 1918 issues of 

Australian Variety and Show World. As mentioned earlier in this thesis, Art Vockler (aka Art Martell) was an Australian 

champion boxer who also appeared on the vaudeville stage. 
226    The war issues of Australian Variety and the Theatre imply some level of public pressure was placed on male entertainers 

of appropriate age to enlist, with the result being that many artists joined the war effort. At one stage even Ben Fuller publicly 

stated his intention to sign up (Australian Variety and Show World 12 July 1916, 12).  Of the above artists, Tom Dawson and 

Max Clifton were killed in action.  
227    It's often forgotten that Roy Rene was only 23 years old when he teamed up with Nat Phillips in 1916. At that age, in that 

era, Rene was only just emerging from the status of juvenile performer, and as such considered to be a novice. Contrary to 

current belief, and as the following chapter demonstrates, Rene's early Stiffy and Mo years were spent more or less in the 

shadow of the vastly more experienced, Nat Phillips.  
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Among the company's other key operational measures for overcoming the wartime drain 

on human resources, was its long-established pro-Australian employment policy - a factor that 

made them much less reliant than the Tivoli on imported acts. The Green Room acknowledges 

as much in a 1921 profile on Sir Benjamin Fuller's career, noting that not only were all his 

financial interests based in the Commonwealth and New Zealand, but that he had always held 

Australian acts in equal regard to those of elsewhere. "He has the courage of his convictions, 

too," records the magazine. "This is proved by the fact that seventy percent of the artists 

employed by the firm of Ben and John Fuller are Australian. Fifteen percent are naturalised 

Australians and the remainder are imported turns… When engaging an act Sir Benjamin never 

asks a man his nationality. His choice between two men, all things being equal, is with the 

Australian" ("Histrionic" 7). This is supported by a Fullers' advertisement showing the names of 

236 performers employed by the firm in 1915. At least eighty percent of these artists are known 

to have been Australian-born or resident performers.
228

  

 

 The Fuller's policy of providing opportunities for local performers had not been initiated 

during the war years but rather had been a strategic response to the demands of their audience 

base from the earliest days of the company's operations in Australia. The practice of importing 

foreign stars certainly allowed the firm to raise its profile and establish a high level of credibility 

with both the industry and general public. Ben and John Fuller well understood, however, that 

their positioning in the variety market placed them much closer to the blue collar and lower 

white collar demographic than the Tivoli. Their decisions were therefore based very much on 

economic practicality (low admission) and patriotic relevance (Australian performers connecting 

with Australian audiences). Organisations operating at the next level down from the Fullers, 

notably Harry Clay, were hardly in positions to seek out foreign acts and secure their services 

with high salaries and return fares. This is not to say that they didn't utilise such artists if they 

could. Any performer coming off a Fullers or Tivoli contract was fair game in the industry - 

with Clay for example being known to procure the services of numerous imported stars during 

his entrepreneurial career - including high profile performers like Denis Carney, Elsa Brull and 

Arthur Helmsley and the celebrated English singing parson and vaudeville comic, Rev. Frank 

Gorman. Clay also at one stage briefly engaged well-known American director, Lester Brown, 

who had come to Australia in 1914 to produce a series of Follies and musical comedies for the 

Tivoli. The reality is though, that the vast majority of engagements for Australian performers 

were at the B-level of industry. Indeed, it was through the collective muscle of these 

entrepreneurs that thousands of acts year in and year out from around 1916 to at least the mid-

to-late 1920s were able to continue performing. Interestingly, it is possible to trace the careers of 

                                                           
228    Theatre Nov. (1915), 56. 
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dozens of high profile 1920s' revusical practitioners back to the B-level variety industry sector 

operating during the war years. These second phase practitioners not only gained the necessary 

performance skills during the revusical's early development years but also acquired the levels of 

proprietary knowledge required of entrepreneurs operating in an increasingly fragmented 

entertainment marketplace, and one in which competition between revusical troupes for 

gradually diminishing engagements (due to film's rise in popularity) brought about new levels of 

strategic and creative development. 

 

 

 

Lester Brown 
Green Room Jan. (1919), 9. 

(Courtesy of the Fryer Library, U of Qld) 
 
 

 The complaints about the lack of foreign star power giving less-capable local performers 

undue opportunities needs further investigation, also, because they clearly fail to take into 

account the ability (and the innate desire) of performers to improve their craft. Situated on their 

own, and outside the reality of an industrial context, the implications of such criticisms are that 

the low quality environment remained unchanged. To take such observations at face value 

means, however, that one ignores the fundamental principles of marketplace competition - 

principles that apply equally to individual performers as they do to companies. I refer here to the 

way individual firms initiate various competitive strategies as a means of either remaining in 

business or building that business up. In the same way each individual's (or act's) continued 

career viability was dependent on its ability to provide an entertainment product that could 

compete against other "substitute" products.  The forthright nature of Australian audiences, as 

also discussed in the previous chapters, meant that any act that failed to give audiences what 

they expected or that did not improve on performance quality in the face of criticism was 
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ultimately forced towards the outer industry sectors and eventually out of the market altogether. 

This is because the Australian variety industry and population was too small for artists of no 

particular talent to continue to maintain a professional status. What can now be seen to have 

occurred, then, is that the local industry not only sustained its activity during the war years but 

indeed grew at a rate unmatched since the mid-1880s.  

 

 The extensive industry expansion that occurred over the late 1910s and early 1920s was 

in large part due to the popularity of revusical. Even the restrictions on theatre attendance in 

early-to-mid 1919 (a response to the Spanish Flu epidemic
229

) were only a temporary setback to 

the industry. This is because it had by then developed an industrial infrastructure able to cope 

with the training and development of emerging artists, as well as the numbers of people 

attending each and every week. Will J. Douglas, Managing Director of the Fuller's company, 

indicated as early as 1915 that the company's response to the "dearth of vaudeville artists," then 

currently affecting its operations was to offer contracts to any new act that was either clever or 

had something new to show, even if not quite up to the company's usual standards. Douglas' 

strategy was to provide them with minor engagements "until such time as the necessary polish 

was acquired." Australian Variety's view, expressed in the same article, while supportive of 

Australian performers and their capabilities also agreed with the current Fullers and Clay 

consensus that Australian artists across the board needed to improve their productivity by 

constantly creating new material. "Those who cannot do better than they are doing now, should 

in a majority of cases, enlist!" was the suggestion.
230

 The responsibility for improving 

performance levels was not solely undertaken by managements, however. Roy Rene's memory 

of his time with Harry Clay (undertaken less than three years before coming to prominence as 

Mo) indicates that the variety network was still a major factor in the training and development 

of emerging artists. As Rene notes, his burgeoning career was given much assistance by senior 

performers like Ted Tutty and Frank York, who took it upon themselves to offer advice to any 

act that needed it (53).  

 

The Theatre also made the observation in 1915 that Australian artists, in being forced to 

develop multiple performance skills in response to the smaller population and hence increased 

frequency of return engagements, were invariably able to out-last foreign artists in terms of their 

audience appeal:   

Imported artists are not in it with Australians in long runs. For example, where is there an 

American or English act that could like Tommy Armstrong and Mabs Howarth, Vaude 

and Verne, the Driscolls, Jack Kearns, and Ernest Pitcher - to name but a few - go on 

                                                           
229    It should be remembered that despite the war having ended, 1919 saw a continuation of the import down-turn due to the 

influenza pandemic. The argument viz a viz a lowering of quality is not as clear cut for most of 1919, however, as all levels of 

the variety industry were affected by theatre closures and restrictions. 
230    Australian Variety and Sports Gazette 7 July (1915), 7. 
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playing in Australia from year's end to year's end. It is nothing for some of these to play a 

fifteen, twenty, or twenty-five week's engagement at the one house. Even at the end of 

such a season they more often than not are going as successfully as many an imported act 

that happens to be opening in their closing bill.
231

 
 

This aspect was itself a significant factor in promoting a collective sense of nationalistic pride 

within the popular culture sector, because the same audience was not unaware of this 

discrepancy between the long-term merits of local acts and the imported competition. More than 

this, however, is the fact that, as mentioned earlier, local acts made up the greater share of 

programmes on the lower level circuits. The local variety artist spoke (or performed) directly to 

a society they themselves were part of and hence the production/reception relationship operated 

at both a more immediate "everyday" level and through a much more intimate two-way 

communication flow. Roy Rene notes in this respect that he considered the audience/stage 

division to have been much less the case in his heyday with the Stiffy and Mo troupe than in 

later years, implying that there was a more immediate connection between the performer and 

audience (31, 48). 

  

 

Ted Tutty  
Right: c1951 at Sammy Lee's (Sydney). Without doubt Harry Clay’s most consistently popular Qld 

tourist, Tutty was said to have been to Clay what Irving Sayles was to Harry Rickards. 
(Photographs courtesy of Jo Mercer and Del Buchanan) 

 
 

 The nationalistic discourse emerging from within the popular culture audience of this era 

did not come about, as some social historians have suggested, in response to intellectual debate. 

Neither was it founded on parochialism. This was because much of the population, although 

                                                           
231    Theatre Sept. (1915), 49.  Robyn Archer, in her one-woman show A Star is Torn, draws attention to Judy Garland's all-time 

vaudeville record - set in 1952 when she played two shows a day at New York's Palace Theatre for 19 weeks (Archer n. pag.).  

Such engagements were far from unusual in Australia, though. Indeed, the versatility of artists such as those mentioned in the 

Theatre article (in addition to performers like Will Whitburn and Pope and Sayles, for Harry Rickards, and Ted Tutty for Harry 

Clay) allowed them the opportunity to  play one-venue engagements of much greater duration.   
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increasingly engaging with nationalist sentiment, was too far removed from such debates to 

engage with the conceptualisation of a national ideology. Rather, the ideology emerged simply 

as a result of positive reinforcement brought on by seeing predominantly Australian (or 

Australian-resident) performers on stage, singing, joking and telling or talking "everyday" 

Australian stories and issues. It should also be remembered that this was a period when the 

country, perhaps for the first time in any significant fashion, was actively engaged in the process 

of defining itself. As Geoffrey Serle notes: "The war made nearly all Australians think of 

themselves as Australian rather than as New South Welshmen or Victorians…. all classes and 

sections were to feel a keen sense of Australian patriotism" (150). Interestingly, apart from the 

(not-surprisingly) reluctant attitude towards German people, products and issues,
232

 this 

increasing desire for manifestations of Australianness on the variety stage seems not to have 

created the type of anti-foreign sentiment so keenly expressed by the 1960s and 1970s 

intellectual/arts community.  

 

Acceptance of overseas settings in revusicals (Mexico, America, Japan, Italy, Spain, 

France, China, the Pacific Islands etc), characters based on foreign stereotypes, and the use of 

imported material were not deemed to be anti-Australian. The local revusical did, however,  

increase the development of national characteristics and expression, turning issues of Australian 

identity and cultural discrimination into a complex national perspective that while readily 

understood and accepted in its day does not rest easy with contemporary notions of 

Australianness. Particularly incongruous to our modern sensibilities are aspects of cultural 

construction seemingly so accepting of foreign characteristics - notably Hebrew and Chinese 

traits - as well as the seemingly racist blackface constructions. Clearly the locally-written and 

produced mini-musical comedies staged around the country between 1915 and early 1916 were 

still seemingly depicting universal situations – with no attempt to accentuate local idioms or 

characters. As will be seen this did not necessarily mean that they weren't recognised as 

Australian. It was just that no one had yet thought to articulate this in an overt way. It is also 

very likely that the popularity of two particular performers, Americans Bert Le Blanc (who 

specialised in Hebrew characterisations) and Paul Stanhope sidetracked this approach until the 

arrival of Nat Phillips' Tabloid Musical Comedy Company. 

 

Following the disbanding of the American Burlesque Company in early 1914 Bert Le 

Blanc initially performed a traditional vaudeville comic's turn on the Fullers' circuit. He later 

                                                           
232    Anti-German sentiment in popular songs and gags can be found littered throughout the industry magazines of the era. 

Director Charles A. Wenham and Australian choreographer, Minnie Everett, also tell of an incident that occurred during the 

1917 rehearsals for the J. C. Williamson pantomime, Dick Whittington, when the chorus girls refused to represent Germans in 

the War Ballet. The eventual solution was to hold a ballot, with the losers to be given the unpleasant duty ("Music and Drama" 

Brisbane Courier 29 Dec. 1917, 9). 
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appeared in the company's Babes in the Wood pantomime, a role he candidly admits was the 

worst ever handed to him in his career ("Chat" 17). Australian Variety notes in its 18 November 

1914 issue that although Le Blanc was a more than amusing solo comedian his full potential 

would be better realised working with a feeder (3). It is a piece of advice that he seems to have 

heeded because in 1915 he put together his first line-up of Travesty Stars - touring a collection 

of revusicals that saw him paired with Jake Mack. Also in the company were ex-American 

Burlesque Company star, Carlton Chase, and the equally well-known Carrie Moore (who later 

worked with Stiffy and Mo). Of these early Le Blanc productions arguably the most popular 

were Fuzzy Wuzzy, The Gay Mrs Cohen, At the Exhibition, and Central 3251, with each being 

revived frequently over the next six or seven years. The first two were still part of Le Blanc's 

repertoire well into the 1920s. Described by one Brisbane critic as "a combination of rare 

talent,"
233

 Bert Le Blanc's Travesty Stars were second to none in so far as revusical production 

was concerned,
234

 and he is said to have broken a number of house records for the Fullers during 

his first year ("Chat" 17). He was also accorded a great deal of coverage by Australian Variety 

and the Theatre (including regular front page photographic spreads) during his first three 

years.
235

  Ben and John Fuller certainly held Le Blanc in high regard, giving him headline status 

at the opening of not one but two of the company's theatres
236

 - an honour not offered even to 

Nat Phillips and Roy Rene during their career together. 

 

Reviews of Le Blanc's revusicals indicate that the narrative focus had been reduced from 

three or more lead comics sharing the spotlight (as was the format with the American Burlesque 

Company) down to two. This became the standard structure of the Australian revusical. Each 

production revolved around a distinct plot, even if they were not dramatically organised to the 

extent that one expects of more serious theatrical enterprises. All the stories were therefore 

based around the exploits of the two principle comedians' alter-egos - Ike Cohen (Le Blanc) and 

Morris Levy (Mack). As with almost every revusical partnership to emerge over the next 

decade, Ike and Morris relied on a mixture of narrative through-line which they frequently 

interspersed  with  bouts of  improvised  madness.  Variously  described  by  critics  as  "revue,"  

"musical extravaganza"
237

 and the "quintessence of musical comedy,"
238

  Fuzzy Wuzzy typifies 

the Le Blanc style of show. Set in a bank, with Ike and Morris putting in and taking out 

                                                           
233    Truth (Bris)  1 Apr. (1916), 7. 
234    Australian Variety and Show World 7 June (1916), 2. Editorial accompanying Le Blanc's front cover spread. 
235    See for example Australian Variety and Sports Gazette  June (1913), 1; 1 Sept. (1915), 12;  26 Apr. (1916), 1;  7 June 

(1916), 1;  6 June (1917), 1;  4 July (1917),  1;  24 July (1917), 1.  
236    The first instance was on 2 June 1917 when Le Blanc headlined the opening night programme for the newly built Majestic 

Theatre at Newtown (Australian Variety and Show World 6 June 1917, 4). The second occurred on 8 March 1919 when Le 

Blanc's company presented Do it Now for the grand reopening of the Fuller's newly renovated National Theatre (Sydney), often 

referred to simply as Fullers' New Theatre (Theatre Apr. 1919, 27). 
237    Truth (Bris) 1 Apr. (1916), 7.  
238    Brisbane Courier 17 Dec. 1917, 11. 
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"mornings and evenings," the simple plot is said to have allowed "good choruses, splendid 

solos, clever dancing and amusing patter [to be] worked in."
239

  The enthusiasm and originality 

brought to these productions by Le Blanc as star, director and writer/adapter
240

 might in part be 

a consequence of his relative youthfulness, being aged only 26 in 1915. In comparison to the 

average age of troupe leaders in years past, this appears to have initiated some kind of a trend in 

Australia. It certainly appears that the combination of contemporary music like ragtime, and 

social constructs like the flapper were theatrical assets best articulated on the stage by a younger 

element within the variety industry. Le Blanc, Roy Rene (23 in 1916), Nat Phillips (33 the same 

year), and George Wallace and Jim Gerald (24 and 28 years of age, respectively, when they 

became established stars in their own right c1919), serve to demonstrate that the opportunities 

for success were being expanded beyond the traditional prerequisite of older, more experienced 

practitioner.  

 

 

 

Paul Stanhope (L) and Bert Le Blanc (R) 
Australian Variety and Sports Gazette7 Jan. (1914), 7. 

(Courtesy of the Mitchell Library, State Library of NSW) 
 

Le Blanc's productions were not entirely divorced from those staged by the American 

Burlesque Company. A Brisbane Courier review notice of Fuzzy Wuzzy staged at Fuller's 

Empire Theatre in 1916 indicates, for example, that the narrative allowed "good choruses, 

                                                           
239    Truth 12 Mar. (1916), 7. 
240    There is no clear indication as to how much input Le Blanc had in the creation of his revusicals. It is likely that even if the 

basis of the stories were adapted from foreign sources, the extent to which the Ike and Morris characters dominated each show 

(including improvised business) suggests that Le Blanc (with Mack) is entitled to at least the role of adaptor. As this thesis 

argues, too, the success of the Australian revusical required some degree of local relevance to be present, further suggesting that 

comic routines and songs would have been frequently sourced from within the company. It should be noted, too, that the Theatre 

indicates in its April 1919 issue that with Le Blanc "lies the credit of finding and producing the revues in which he appears" 

(27).  
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splendid solos, clever dancing and amusing patter [to] be worked in" ("Empire" 7). One key 

difference between Le Blanc's American burlesque productions and his new stage shows, 

however, was the much smaller cast. Photographs of the troupe from this period show that the 

principal company members were six in number, with a further six chorus girls and four 

musicians. This troupe size in fact set the standard for later companies right through until the 

demise of the revusical. Reviews of their other revusicals provide an idea of what audiences 

came to expect. The cryptically-titled, Central 3251, which was billed as a "Spanish Musical 

Travesty," had one Age critic write: "A succession of laughable turns, merry dances and tuneful 

songs… [in which] Messrs Bert Le Blanc and Jake Mack as Ike Cohen and Morris Levi [bear] 

the brunt of the travesty upon their shoulders… Farcical interludes followed one another in rapid 

succession, [with] particular amusement being aroused by their fishing scene" ("Bijou Theatre" 

14). The original 1915 version included Carrie Moore's rendition of her "latest song success,  

'My Bird of Paradise'" and the rousing patriotic ditty "I Love You Australia" - performed as 

squadron after squadron of Light Horse marched across a cinematograph screen at the back of 

the stage  ("Bijou Theatre" 14). Even more popular, if the number of revivals over the next eight 

years is a guide, was the third Ike and Morris escapade At the Exposition which again captures 

the essence of the revusical genre:
241

  "A confusion of girls, gowns and giggles [as they] all 

travel to the Exposition in search of money and excitement. See Ike and Morris get the money. 

See the others get the excitement."
242

 

 

 There is no indication as yet to the precise origins of these Le Blanc revusicals. While it is 

possible that they were "loosely" adapted from productions he had seen or appeared in while in 

America, there is little doubt that much of the comic "business" was fresh, as were many of the 

songs. The larrikin characteristics of Ike Cohen certainly appealed to Australian audiences, but 

there is an underlaying sense that he was more the universal Hebrew type – as opposed to Roy 

Rene's more typically Australian Mo character.  No doubt this is because he was still relatively 

new to the country and therefore did not have the same innate understanding of local idioms and 

life experiences that Rene and Phillips had. The partnership between Le Blanc and Mack 

therefore worked almost exclusively in that international context. As X-Ray wrote in 1916: 

"This is due to the fact that it is in Hebrew-comedy [that] Le Blanc himself specialises, and to 

his having in Jake Mack another comedian long identified with that class of work" ("Le Blanc 

Revue" 39). Most unusual, however, is the way in which they worked their partnership. Despite 

being known as Bert Le Blanc's Travesty Stars, he in fact worked more or less as Mack's feed - 

"a generous arrangement from Mr Le Blanc's point of view," suggested X-Ray, "for Mr Mack is 

                                                           
241    Fuzzy Wuzzy, as with The Gay Mrs Cohen, also received frequent revivals over the next six or seven years. 
242    See At the Exposition advertisement. Brisbane Courier 22 Dec. (1917), 2. 
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given every opportunity of scoring with the audience, even at the expense of Mr Le Blanc" ("Le 

Blanc Revue" 39).  Not all of the dialogue between the two was weighted in favour of Jake 

Mack, though. As the following gag demonstrates, even though playing a Hebrew, Le Blanc's 

sense of humour undoubtedly struck a chord with Australian popular culture audiences. Le 

Blanc, a diner in a restaurant, questions Mack, the waiter: 

  Le Blanc:      "What do you charge for bread?" 

  Mack:           "Nothing." 

  Le Blanc:       "And for the gravy?" 

  Mack:  "Nothing." 

    "Then bring me some bread and gravy." 
        

       ("Le Blanc's Revue" 40) 
 

Le Blanc's humour was also often self-deprecating (in a round-about way), which further 

endeared him to the local audiences: 

"It isn't," [he] moralises… "the clothes that make the man. If I didn't wear anything at all 

I'd attract just as much attention" ("Le Blanc's Revue" 39). 
 
 

It appears that Le Blanc and Mack maintained much the same formula throughout their 

partnership, with Le Blanc the feed and Mack the principal comedian. Although Australian 

Variety records in 1918 that it was "difficult to imagine a more amusing pair of 'Yiddishers'" 

("George" 4); a 1919 "Month in Vaudeville" review of Do it Now  clearly indicates that even 

though Le Blanc had no end of admirers and received plenty of laughs, Mack was "much the 

funnier of the two."
243

  Each production also retained the plot structure based around Ike and 

Morris. Following the success of his first series of revusicals Le Blanc began introducing a new 

collection of shows from 1916 onwards. In Old Seville, In Watts (1916) and What's the Use, 

Then They Woke Up and Keep It Dark (1917) all continued to build on the duo's well-

established personas and quirks. Then They Woke Up is said to have "amusingly and tunefully" 

told the story of two Jewish sailors wrecked on the languorous tropic island of "Bong." The pair 

fall asleep and dream of becoming king and grand secretary respectively and having a right 

royal time" ("Empire" 9). Interestingly, it is a scenario not too far removed from that which later 

accorded George Wallace much success through his revusical and film productions of His Royal 

Highness. In What's the Use, Ike and Morris run a pawnshop - or attempt to run one, because "it 

doesn't run very much at all," reports the Brisbane Courier's critic. "They nearly have to shut up 

shop when one sells for 1/6 an old waistcoat with £1000 in notes in the pocket" ("Empire" 11).  

 

The popularity of Le Blanc's company, in addition to the success of the other leading 

mini-musical comedy companies servicing the industry by early 1916, led the Theatre magazine 

to  announce  that this  new vaudeville  genre had  entirely  outed  costume  comedy  companies.  

                                                           
243     X-Ray "Month in Vaudeville" April (1919), 27.  Re: Do it Now. 
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Bert Le Blanc 
Appearing at the Fullers' National Theatre  

Australian Variety and Sports Gazette 18 Nov. 
(1914), 5. 

(Courtesy of the Mitchell Library, State Library  
of NSW 

 
 

Bert Le Blanc 
Theatre June 1913, 1. 

(Courtesy of the Fryer Library, U of Qld) 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Bert Le Blanc's Musical Travesty Stars 
Australian Variety and Sports Gazette 1 Sept.  

(1915), 12. 
(Courtesy of the Mitchell Library, State Library  

of NSW) 

 

 
 

Bert Le Blanc and Jake Mack 
Australian Variety and Show World 26 Apr. 

(1916), 1. 
(Courtesy of the Mitchell Library, State Library of 

NSW 
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"Revues… [are]  much  more  in  keeping  with  the character  of such  houses.  At  any  rate  the 

excellent business done at the National shows that Ben J. Fuller has made no mistake in 

replacing the one by the other."
244

  This pre-Stiffy and Mo phase of the revusical's development 

was, however, one that still had not begun to embrace or adopt a more Australian sense of 

character. Although Paul Stanhope's collaborations with Les Bates around 1915
245

 occasionally 

referenced local settings, there appears to have been no deliberate attempt to build recognisable 

Australian types. Nevertheless they were well received by critics and the public alike, further 

demonstrating to the industry that this new form of variety showed much potential. Even though 

Stanhope's  early  productions were well-received and quite influential in terms of the revusical's  

generic development, his career surprisingly didn't rise to the same heights in Australia as Le 

Blanc's did. The reasons for this are somewhat unclear, but to some extent it may have been his 

seven month return visit to America (beginning in October 1915) that worked against him. 

There is reason to suspect that in spending that period of time out of the country Stanhope 

handed Le Blanc an almost unopposed opportunity to establish a groundswell of popular culture 

support at this critical moment in the genre's development.  

 

Paul Stanhope's post-American Burlesque career appears to have been in full swing by 

February 1915, at which time he and Les Bates were staging their musical travesties, This is the 

Life, Fun on the Farm, I'm Sorry and Hello Coogee (with the title cleverly adapted to which ever 

city they played, as in Hello Brisbane) on the Fullers' circuit.
246

 Stanhope maintained a 

connection with to the American Burlesque Company by calling his troupe the Paul Stanhope 

Merry Musical Burlesque Company, and including among his troupe Harry Ross, who had also 

been the earlier company. X-Ray reports in May 1917 that Stanhope's productions could be 

relied on to provide "genuine comedy" being staged under the guidance of a very experience 

performer (43). As with Le Blanc, Stanhope also retained a constant character on stage (his alter 

ego being 'Spike Murphy') and while not stated clearly in reviews of their productions it would 

appear that Bates took on the straight/feed role to Stanhope's principal comedian role. The 

Stanhope and Bates revusicals also differed somewhat from Le Blanc's in that they utilised a 

larger chorus - up to twelve, making this a much more expensive production to mount and tour. 

The 1915 "Paul Stanhope" article published in the Theatre further notes that his company 

comprised seven part-players, along with the additional dozen other performers (35). Variations 

                                                           
244    Ibid.  
245    Little information on Les Bates has yet emerged during this dissertation's survey. Thus his nationality and career prior to 

forming a partnership with Stanhope and the Fullers organisation from around 1915 remains unknown. His whereabouts after 

1917 are also unclear. A March 1915 Theatre article on Stanhope indicates that most of his company at that stage were former 

members of the American Burlesque Company, which perhaps suggests that Bates might have been a minor actor with the 

troupe (35).  
246    Unless otherwise noted, details pertaining to all revusical productions referred to in this and the following chapters 

(including dates of performance and authorship) can be located in Appendix C. 
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in cast size like this, even by late 1916, suggest that the Australian revusical as a genre had still 

not quite established its post-war standard format of a six-member chorus. Les Bates' late-1916 

Follies of Pleasure Company, for example, is said to have comprised of at least eleven character 

parts (including Queenie Paul) and a chorus of "20 lively lassies."
247

 

 

 That the industry had difficulties in coming to terms with this new form of variety 

entertainment can also be seen in the various terms used to describe it between 1915 and 1918. 

As mentioned in the introduction, Paul Stanhope's 1915 production I'm Sorry is the first 

production known to have had the "revusical" applied to it - in this instance being described in 

an Age advertisement as: "A mirthful musical revusical… brightly written and elaborately 

produced [and] brimful of latest song successes, Hilarious Comedy Scenes, Artistic Ballets and 

Tuneful Choruses. A ripple of happiness from the opening chorus to the grand finale."
248

  Even 

though the descriptive revue appears to have become the preferred term, at least by the troupes, 

it was by no means the only one to find favour within the industry.  Indeed, the reference to 

"revue" can be seen to have begun to dominate as a genre descriptive only much later in the 

process, which demonstrates the difficulties involved in determining specific generic 

descriptives for popular culture production. 

 

One of the most effective tools of commercial practice, genre classification invariably 

functions as a means of marketing to consumers, exhibitors, advertising sponsors and critics. 

However, because genres continually invite divisions, hybridity and/or self-reference, whether 

by design or by accident, they are also continually open to interconnection.  Taking the basic 

notion of genre as "a category or type - a central organising element," and keeping in mind that 

style can often blur into genre, the notion of genre as a tool of mass popular culture invariably 

forms from two principal perspectives. They emerge either as distinctions made by the relevant 

industry invariably (as either historical and marketing categories) or as a result of a product or 

form's ideological effects - the way it sells itself, whether as art, entertainment, community or 

emotion (Frith 147). This observation concurs with Thwaites et al whose semiotic appraisal of 

the cultural communication signs argues that they cue in certain codes for interpretation: "The 

type of text (its genre) is a very powerful example of this process. Knowing what sort of text it 

is sets up a complex set of expectations about what it will say, and how. These need not be 

                                                           
247    See Age advertisements c11-28 Oct. (1916), v. pags. 
248    Age 25 Dec. (1915), 12.  Described in the Supplement to the Oxford English Dictionary as "a theatrical entertainment that 

combines elements of the revue and musical," (Birchfield 1244) the term revusical is said to have been chiefly used in the 

American theatre context, having originated there as slang sometime around 1931 and as such perhaps came about through 

"playful or humorous intent." The dictionary also proposes that revusical did not come into more frequent usage in America (and 

Britain), until the late 1930s/early 1940s in Britain and America.  This entry also points to an article in Australian New Idea (23 

Feb. 1967, 6) about John McKellar's supposed invention - the revusical Hail Gloria Fitzpatrick. According to the writer it was 

"coined by the Phillip Theatre to describe a show that will cover every facet of theatre work."  
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adhered to, nor do they have to be consistent: a text may thwart as much as satisfy the 

expectations it sets up, and this allows for quite complex plays of meanings" (11). 

 

 The inconsistency of popular culture production and interconnection is typical then of 

attempts to locate specific categories. The meanings of many music theatre genres such as 

revue, musical, variety or vaudeville are always being contested.  That revue has been given the 

most prominent position of reference for the pre-1930s' genre is perhaps a combination of 

responses by both the contemporary variety industry as well as through the later input of theatre 

historians.  Aside from the term revue, which this thesis suggests has been erroneously applied 

both by the contemporary industry and historically, there are at least three closely aligned 

classification descriptives known to have been used in reference to these mini musical comedies 

- "revudiville,"  "revuomime" and  "revuette". The last did not appear until 1928, however, when 

an Age critic used it to describe a series of Charles Delavale productions (Chuckles and College 

Days). At least one Nat Phillips' production that year Money to Burn (see Appendix C) also had 

the term applied to it. 

  

 What has been established through the research phase of this dissertation is that a wide 

variety of terms were applied to describe what was essentially the same music theatre genre. The 

most common, apart from "revue" and "revusical" were "burlesque," "musical sketch," "tabloid 

musical" and "musical playlet." The description "burlesque," which interestingly appears in the 

name of Stanhope's 1915 company, was also used by industry heavyweight, Ben Fuller
249

 in 

November 1916 to describe the type of entertainment his newly renovated Palace Theatre 

(Melb) would soon be presenting. It was still being applied in 1918 to Bert Le Blanc 

productions like In Old Seville (sometimes in conjunction with "burlesque revue").
250

  The 

Victor Prince Revusical Comedy Co had its 1916 production of Full Steam Ahead described by 

the Theatre as a "revue" (the Age called it a "tabloid musical comedy" in 1917).
251

  Similarly 

Australian Variety's view of the Nat Phillips' Tabloid Musical Comedy Company productions 

was that they were the best "musical revues" yet seen on the Fullers' circuit.
252

 According to 

Phillips' own text for A Sporting Chance (Nat Phillips Collection), however, it was simply a 

"sporting comedy" - with no reference to its musical component, possibly because songs, music 

and dance were essentially a staple of most variety turns (society sketches, patter routines etc) 

anyway.  Indeed, the term "comedy" in this instance appears to simply define his new work 

against other types of extended narrative-driven productions then currently popular in variety 

houses - notably dramatic playlets (also known as tabloid plays).  A later production Yes We 

                                                           
249    Australian Variety and Show World 1 Nov. (1916), 4.  
250    Brisbane Courier 7 Jan. (1918), 9.  For "burlesque revue" see Brisbane Courier 11 Nov. (1918), 5. 
251    Theatre Mar. (1916), 44;  Age 4 June (1917), 9. 
252    Australian Variety and Show World 9 Aug. 1916, 9. 
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Don't (Nat Phillips Collection) is given the more convoluted description "tabloid musical 

comedy revue" by Phillips, perhaps in response to media descriptions during the earlier part of 

the Princess Theatre season. Why "revue" eventually came to be the dominant term is at this 

stage open to conjecture. Perhaps the word's brevity (as opposed to revusical) played a part. 

Revue was certainly the term best fitting the London's current craze for the type of show staged 

by producers like Oswald Stoll, and later Charles B. Cochrane - although these were more 

aligned with the American trend towards Follies-style extravaganzas (and as staged in Australia 

under the Tivoli banner). An accurate genre description of revue even then was seemingly 

difficult, as the Pall Mall Gazette records in 1916: "Revue is a word which, if it means anything 

at all, means something with a dash of topicality."
253

 

 

 While "revue" seems to have been more firmly attached to the Stiffy and Mo repertoire of 

mini-musical comedies, the same did not apply to the Bert Le Blanc Travesty Stars which over 

the years garnered critical acclaim, not only as burlesques, but also  variously as "musical 

sketches,"
254

 "revues,"
255

  "musical comedy revues"
256

 "musical extravaganzas,"
257

  and "one act 

musical travesties."
258

  In one 1918 preview (for In Watts), the production was even reduced to 

that of a "comedy skit."
259

  The continual confusion over genre description may well have been 

behind Le Blanc decision in 1917 to change the name of his company to Le Blanc's Revue Stars, 

although as the previous examples indicate, the media continued to refer to the productions as 

they pleased well into 1918 (and beyond). Even the company's own advertising during 1917 and 

1918 occasionally switched the name of the company between "Travesty Stars" and "Revue 

Stars." Some variety troupes - notably those run by Edward Branscombe and Walter George - 

had their productions referred to as "musical playlets"
260

 or "musical scenas."
261

  Walter 

Johnson's season at the Palace Theatre (Melb) during late November and early December 1916 

also typically saw his shows referred to as either "revue" or "musical comedies" (see The 

Flirting Widow, The Kissing Maid and The Flyaway Girl). The term revusical was itself open to 

reinterpretation and variation with the descriptive "revuomime" - "a musical revue on 

pantomime lines" - being invented by Brisbane entrepreneur T. H. Eslick (responsible for many 

of the White Cities established during WWI). The term was first coined according to an article 

in the Brisbane Courier because "the dictionary, after a long search, provided no proper word 

                                                           
253    Pall Mall Gazette 1 Sept. (1916), 6. 
254    At the Exhibition (Age 24 July 1915, 16).. 
255    Fuzzy Wuzzy (Truth 12 Mar. 1916, 7);  At the Exhibition (Brisbane Courier 26 Dec. 1917, 9);  Cohen and Levi In Paris 

(Age 18 Feb. 1918, 11);  What's the Use? (Brisbane Courier 2 Dec. 1918, 5). 
256    The Gay Mrs Cohen (Truth  26 Mar. 1916, 7). 
257    At the Exhibition (Truth  2 Apr. 1916, 7). 
258    Central 3251 (Age 10 July 1915, 16 - see also 12 July, page 14); Keep it Dark (Brisbane Courier 26 Nov. 1917, 9). 
259    In Watts (Brisbane Courier 12 Apr. 1918, 11). 
260    A Dutch Legacy aka Happy Holland (Brisbane Courier 15 Dec. 1917, 2); The Gypsy Maid (Brisbane Courier 26 Jan. 1918, 

15); Miss Chile From Chile (Australian Variety 4 July 1917, 6). 
261    In Yokohama  (Brisbane Courier 12 Oct. 1917, 2); In Sunny Japan (Brisbane Courier 12 Jan. 1918, 2). 
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happily fitting [Eslick's] needs."
262

  This issue of nomenclature provides additional insight into 

the early hybridisation period, demonstrating that the various sectors within the industry - 

particularly the media, producers and creators of these works - were themselves unsure of what 

was emerging. That the term "revue" appears to gain the upper hand following its attachment to 

Stiffy and Mo, and later through George Wallace's company, indicates once again the 

problematics involved in popular culture production. To paraphrase Fiske, both the generic 

evolution and the eventual name it became known by  typify a process of generating and 

circulating meanings with a social system that is continually active, and which does not develop 

through imposition but from within (23). 

 

There is little doubt that the early producers of revusical attempted to outdo each other in 

the extravaganza department, utilising any means available to provide value for money 

entertainment. Perhaps the best known of the managers who conducted well orchestrated 

revusical campaigns during the pivotal 1915/1916 period, besides Le Blanc, Phillips, Stanhope 

and Bates, were American Walter Johnston, Englishman Edward Branscombe, Walter George, 

and Victor Prince. The sheer volume of work and their presence in the capital cities around 

Australia, meant that collectively they helped establish an industry benchmark for this new 

entertainment. While some like Johnston and Prince were largely known for their association 

with the Fullers, others like Branscombe and George set about establishing their names on other 

circuits and in other cities. Branscombe, as noted earlier founded a nationwide circuit of 

Dandies companies - with each troupe accorded a different colour (the Green Dandies company 

was associated with John N. McCallum in Brisbane from July 1916 onwards).
263

 Walter George, 

at one stage a member of Branscombe's Scarlet and Orange Dandies troupes (c1915/16), also 

found early success as a revusical producer and troupe leader away from the Fullers' 

organisation. Notable, for example, is his association over several years with Brisbane audiences 

- first with the Orange Dandies (Cremorne Theatre) and later with the Smart Set troupe (Palace 

Theatre).
264

  It would appear from an analysis of reviews of the Branscombe/George and later 

McCallum-produced revusicals during the period 1915-16, however, that they retained quite a 

few elements of both the costume comedy genre (on which both Branscombe and George's 

careers had been built) and the more traditional burlesque style of entertainment. While clearly 

                                                           
262    Brisbane Courier 3 Sept. (1917), 4. 
263    Previous to his activities with the Dandies companies, Edward Branscombe had previously visited Australia on several 

occasions, including tours with the Westminster Glee and Concert Party (c 1905) and the Scarlet Troubadours (ca. 1911). See 

Invitation's Out (1916 entry in Appendix C) for details of John N. McCallum's takeover over of the Green Dandies. 
264    Walter George's name seems to first appear in Australia around Dec. 1912, performing in a company at the Follies Theatre, 

St Kilda (Melb). The Theatre indicates that George's career had been on-going well before that date, however, with his name 

associated with arguably the first costume comedy company in the world - The Light Opera Singers, who are said to have started 

out in Ilfracombe, Devonshire in 1892 (Feb. 1922, 21). Following several years as the Smart Set Company's leader he formed 

his own Follies company which later became the Walter George Sunshine Players (ca.1920/1921). One of that company's stars, 

Jim Gerald, formed his own  Miniature Musical Comedy Co in 1922 around a core group of the Sunshine Players.  
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built around the revusical's foundation of music (songs and dance sequences) and narrative, 

these entertainments were often described more as scenas and burlesques than revue or musical 

comedy. To this end the 1915/1916 scenas set in foreign climes like A Dutch Legacy (1917) or 

the Oriental-inspired In Sunny Japan (1915), along with more traditional burlesque-style 

productions like Shakespeare Mad, An Operatic Nightmare and The Operatic Restaurant (1916), 

are thought to have been produced in similar fashion to the musical playlets staged under the 

auspices of McCallum and/or by Walter George over the 1917/18 period.
265

 

 

 As previously noted the troupes operating on the Fullers circuit were generally able to 

avail themselves of higher production values and greater publicity. The relationship between the 

Fullers and companies run by Walter Johnson and Victor Prince during the period 1916-1918 

provide evidence supporting this claim. Johnston's troupe, although not developing an 

identifiable partnership in the vein of Stiffy and Mo or Ike and Morris, nevertheless included at 

various times several high profile local artists - notably Jack Kearns (and his daughter, Vera), 

Harry Burgess (ex-American Burlesque Company), Ernest Lashbrooke, Gus Franks and leading 

soubrette Lola Hunt. The typical fare offered was musical comedy based around largely 

inconsequential narratives, but with a good deal of spectacle. Johnston's troupe is said to have 

specialised in big sketches. One of these was the finale to The Kissing Maid, a scene titled, "In 

The Keystone Movies." Its incorporation into the production is said to have been through one of 

the story's key characters, an American moving picture man ("Palace Theatre - Kissing" 9). "The 

Railway Tangle," another "absurd" and spectacular musical specialty was inserted into The 

Flyaway Girl, as part of the story played out in a railway setting ("Palace Theatre - Flyaway" 9). 

Reviews of both productions indicate that each also contained a developed narrative. The 

Kissing Maid, for example, concerned a woman in a loveless marriage who attracts the attention 

of several admirers, thus arousing the suspicions of her husband, who subsequently attempts to 

catch her out. The Flyaway Girl was similarly founded in a society-style situation. In it, two 

young lovers are opposed by the young man's father, culminating in the services of an actress 

being utilised so as to tempt the son away from his love. In both productions the introduction of 

unforseen complications thwarts the plans made, thus leading to unexpected results. 

 

Victor Prince's Revusical Company shows evidence of having been similar to Johnston's 

in that neither appears to have been based around constant characters as with Le Blanc's and 

Phillips' productions. The partnership between Prince and Charles Zoli did, however, establish 

the pair as a formidable comic duo, and in large part contributed to the company's success for 

                                                           
265    See for example, In China Town, The Grand Hotel, The Pearl of Persia (1917), The Gypsy Maid,  Asia Minor and Life in a 

Gypsy Camp (1918). 
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the next few years.
266

  While Zoli established himself primarily as a specialist Italian character 

comedian, Prince played a variety of roles - none of which appear to have been imbued with any 

peculiarly Australian characteristics. Productions like Full Steam Ahead and The Harem Scarum 

Girls, set in a nautical and oriental settings respectively, continued to explore narrative-driven 

plots, while presenting song and dance-infused spectacle, combined with the period's infatuation 

with suitably less-attired chorus girls. As with Johnston's company the Prince troupe also 

contained a number of recognised locally-based performers - notably George Sharrett, Yorke 

Gray, Pearl Ladd and Villiers Arnold – and thus both troupes managed to impart a sense of 

Australianness - through the presence of local performers - but without directly linking the 

narratives or settings with a local context.   

 

 
 

Charles Zoli 
Theatre Magazine Nov. (1917), 35. 
(Courtesy of the Fryer Library, U of Qld 

 
 

Victor Prince 
Theatre Magazine Nov. (1916), 7. 

(Courtesy of the Fryer Library, U of Qld) 
 
 

 During the 1915/1916 period a number of local writers and producers found support from 

other quarters within the industry, notably Harry Clay and the Kearns/Sadler management 

operating out of Sydney's Princess Theatre.  As the previous chapter indicates, one of the first to 

find success with his own creations was Arthur Morley. Although only snippets of Arthur 

Morley's career prior to 1915 have been established, it is known is that he was born and raised in 

or near Rockhampton (Qld). The earliest engagement I have located for him to date occurred in 

June 1900 when he appeared on a bill presented by Brisbane-based entrepreneur Percy St John. 

Morley's poem "Stranded: Xmas Eve 1897" (see Appendix I) suggests, however, that he was 

likely to have been involved in the industry as a variety performer as early as the mid-late 

                                                           
266    Charles Zoli married variety performer, Lucy Lavinia  - the only daughter of veteran singer Amy Blackie (who was for 

many years married to Walter C. Cottier). Lavinia died in childbirth in 1913. Her son survived.  
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1890s. Between 1900 and 1915 Morley plied his trade as a basso singer and comic for most 

major city-based companies on the mainland's east coast, including those run by Ted Holland, 

Frank M. Clark, Harry Clay, and Ben and John Fuller. He is also known to have played 

engagements in centres as far-flung as Perth (Leonard Davis) and Charters Towers (Birch and 

Carroll) during these years. While under contract to Dix-Baker (Hunter Valley) in 1913 Morley 

turned his attention towards writing and directing musical sketches, and two years later he found 

himself with a hit on his hands. As Australian Variety records, On the Sands, surpassed all 

expectations for a locally-written production: 

The Royal Musical Comedy Co. opened and were responsible for the "House Full" signs 

being out long before the curtain was raised. The company was brilliant, and surpassed all 

previous expectations. The whole show was bright and catchy, and did not leave one dull 

moment. Each item was cleverly and effectively given with excellent business and comedy 

touches, and the strong talent was particularly good. The musical items are fresh and 

attractive, and has [sic] none of the hackneyed quality of many of the recent revues seen at 

other theatres lately. This revue was received with most marked manifestations of approval. 

As for the producing and the staging, it was excellent with original and artistic touches, and 

too much praise and credit cannot be given to Mr Arthur Morley, as he no doubt must have 

worked very hard to bring off such success. Arthur in his character, displayed ability and 

talent that has only been received from such experience that he has had [sic]. 
267

 
 

With a cast of seasoned professionals like Elsie Bates (Morley's wife), Ted Stanley, Will Rollow 

and George Stephenson, and supported by a number of the women in "pretty bathing costumes 

and beach promenade dresses,"
268

  On the Sands seems to have captured the essence of the 

American Burlesque Company's productions, even though produced well under the budget 

capacity of the earlier troupe. Although accounts of the narrative have not yet been located, the 

synopsis of events provides some clue as to the context of the storyline: Sc 1. "Flo and Her 

Friends Arrive;" Sc 2. "On the Sands;" Sc 3. "Private, Strictly Private;" Sc 4. "Clarence the 

Sport;" Sc 5. "Somebody's Taken My Togs, I Wonder Who Was There Before?;" Sc 6. "Police;" 

Sc 7. "The Rich Uncle from Fiji;" and Sc 8. "Everybody Happy." 

 

Morley followed On the Sands, which had premiered on the Clay circuit in October of 

1915, with a series of "one act musical comedies" - these being Not a Word to the Wife, The 

Carnival, and The Cabaret (1915). Although reviews detailing specific information are scarce, 

reports such as that responding to Not a Word to the Wife, nevertheless demonstrate that they 

contained a through-line plot, even if somewhat simplified. In this instance, Nellie Calthorpe, 

wants to go to a masked ball, and tries to find an excuse to give to her husband. Her friends are 

decidedly frivolous and sophisticated young ladies who suggest all manner of excuses so that 

she might attend the ball.
269

  Of these early works only the first two appear to have garnered 

critical success and, just as importantly, additional financial returns through revivals. It might be 

                                                           
267     Australian Variety and Sports Gazette 27 Oct. (1915), 6. 
268     Australian Variety and Sports Gazette 10 Nov. (1915), 13. 
269     Australian Variety and Sports Gazette 10 Nov. (1915), 12. 
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surmised that Morley's failure to match the success of his first revusicals was in part due to the 

pressure of writing and directing entirely new productions in quick succession. Certainly he 

scored better results with his second phase productions, beginning in 1916 with On Deck and 

followed by such shows as In Old Kentucky, A Kiss in the Dark,  Who's the Liar?, Everybody's 

Doing It and the pantomime, In the Court of Father Christmas.   

 

 As with almost all of his contemporaries during the 1915 and early 1916 period Morley 

tended to present within his shows everyday situations or popular concerns, but without any 

overt Australian characteristics.  However, in response to Nat Phillips' success with his Tabloid 

Musical Comedy Company  he began tailoring his productions around local themes, issues and 

locations. The more obviously parochial, and ultimately more appealing (evidenced by the 

success they garnered) were:  Six O'clock Closing, The Belle of Parsley Bay and perhaps his 

most popular, Dockum Street, Woolloomooloo (1917).  

 

The standard set by Arthur Morley, or perhaps more to the point the popularity of the 

productions he staged, led Harry Clay, not unsurprisingly to commission and encourage more of 

the same product. Several practitioners already on his books were able to accommodate the 

demand, and quickly put together shows that appear to have secured similar success to Morley's. 

Initially the most successful of these writer/directors were Art Slavin and Elton Black (by mid-

1916 no longer working with his wife, Kate Howarde). A few others like George Sharrett 

(Chase Me Girls, 1916), although seemingly garnering some level of critical acclaim and 

making suitable impressions on audiences, did not make noticeable headway in later years. 

From 1917 onwards, however, Clay's core group of writers and producers expanded 

significantly. Those who maintained the highest profiles on Clay's circuit included Joe Rox 

(whose company for several years co-starred Wal Cottier), Bert Desmond, Maurice Chenoweth, 

George Pagden, George Edwards, Ted Stanley (previously for a year or so with Arthur Morley's 

company) and Nat Hanley, who at times also co-starred with Jack Kearns in the partnership 

Sausage (Kearns) and Skinny (Hanley). Although a number of these men later moved across to 

the Fullers for various periods from around 1917 onwards (see below), few cut off their 

connections with Harry Clay entirely.  

 

The Fullers also increased the number of local revusical companies on its books from 

1917 onwards. It would appear that the company initially played a reserved role in offering 

circuit engagements to Australian-based troupes. Harry Clay's successful transition into 

revusical production during the late 1915/early 1916 period was enough reason, though, for the 

Fullers to expand their local content too. Among the first to try their hand was the Jack Kearns 

Revue  Company.  That company's  debut  season,   included  The Brook,  Muldoon's Picnic, On  
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A Selection of Harry Clay's Leading Artists ca.1916-1920 

 

 
1 

 

 
2  

3 

 
4 

 

 
5 

 

 
6 

 
7 

 

 
8 

 

 
9 

 

 
10 

 
11 

 

 

1.  Ted Stanley 2. Lulu Eugene  3. Bert Dudley 4. Will Rollow, 5. Elvie Stagpoole  
6. Arthur Tauchert 7. George Edwards 8. Phyllis Faye  9. Rosie Parkes 10. Elsie 

Bates 11. Phillip Sisters 
 

1. 2. 3. 4. 10. Australian Variety and Show World 23 May (1917), 1;  5. Theatre Sept. (1918), 27;   
6. Australian Variety and Show World 21 Mar. (1919), 1;  7. 9. Green Room Apr. (1918), 10;  8. Theatre Feb. (1916), 

11;  11.  Australian Variety and Show World 17 Jan. (1917), 58. 
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Your Nut, On the River, Monte Carlo and Sunny Spain, was not overly successful, however, 

with both the Theatre magazine and Australian Variety critical  of both the production standards 

and creative quality of most of the later shows. In their defence it is likely that the demand for 

new shows every week created the same difficulties for Sadler and Kearns that Arthur Morley 

had faced a few months previous. Despite the downturn in their output the Fullers' saw enough 

potential in the local article to persist - a situation made even clearer from July onwards when 

Nat Phillips' company debuted under the Kearns/Sadler management. The size of the Fuller's 

circuit allowed more than a dozen revusical companies to operate at the same time - whether in 

the company's own venues in Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, Perth, Hobart and New Zealand, or 

though reciprocal leasing arrangements with organisations like Ted Holland (Empire, Brisbane) 

and Dix-Baker (Newcastle). After opening their newly built Majestic Theatre in the inner suburb 

of Newtown in 1917, that venue also became a revusical/vaudeville house in direct competition 

to Harry Clay's operations across the road. That both firms would continue servicing the 

Newtown district with revusicals and vaudeville for more than a decade to come is further 

evidence of the genre's drawing power in the immediate post-war era.
270

 

 

 Most notable among the Fullers' locally-based revusical companies operating during the 

war years, aside from those leading troupes mentioned earlier, were Albert Bletsoe (pre-July 

1916), Les Bates' Follies of Pleasure Company, Art Slavin, Arthur Morley, George Pagden, Les 

Warton/Con Moreni, Harry Burgess, and Ted Stanley. Around 1918, too, the Fullers engaged 

the Tom Haverley Revue Company for its Australian and New Zealand circuits - although it is 

believed that Haverley was not a locally-based practitioner. Besides Harry Clay and the Fullers, 

a number of other variety operators around Australia also took an interest in revusical troupes. 

In Brisbane, for example, John N. McCallum (Cremorne Theatre) engaged for long- term 

seasons over the 1916-1919 period such troupes as Edward Branscombe's Orange and Green 

Dandies (1915-16), Walter George's Smart Set (1916-17) Hugh Huxham's Serenaders (1918), 

and Walter Johnson's Town Topics (1919, with the company by then including Elton Black). 

Les James' independently-run NSW South-Coast circuit was also another source of employment 

for local revusical troupes - especially for those going off contract with Harry Clay.  

 

 While this chapter's foremost intent is to analyse and put into context the raw data 

supplied in Appendix C, one other key issue relating to the revusical's creative practice and 

popular culture relevance also requires examination at this point. I refer here to the genre's 

evasive and productive elements, two aspects of pleasure that arise from the social allegiances 

formed by popular culture (Fiske 49). Evasion, as distinguished by popular culture theorists like 

                                                           
270    It should be remembered that Harry Clay's Bridge Theatre could hold 1500 people (Australian Variety and Show World 12 

Aug. 1920, 4), while the Majestic seated 2000 (Australian Variety and Show World 6 June 1917, 4). 
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Roland Barthes and John Fiske, centres on the body - creating pleasure from visceral 

opportunities that hinge as much on offensiveness as they do on empowering the watcher's sense 

of excitement (Fiske 50). Barthes, for example, has argued that evasion (translated from 

jouissance) occurs at the "moment of the breakdown of culture into nature" (qtd. in Fiske 50). 

What is inferred here is that the socially governed and constructed self loses control and 

therefore becomes an evasion of ideology. While evasion can be understood as an internal 

response to experience, productive pleasures tend to find positive values for individuals when 

they centre on social identity and social relations. Two social phenomena emphasising evasion 

can be identified as having provided productive pleasures for Australian variety audiences from 

around 1914, and in this respect also played a significant role in helping shape the development 

of the revusical genre. The arrival of jazz music (initially in the form of ragtime) and the flapper 

were among the most spectacular socially-driven responses to what had become a significant 

loosening of the Victorian mindset, whereby control and discipline over bodily pleasures was 

viewed as socially responsible. John Fiske's observes that youth, "perhaps the most highly 

motivated of all to evade social discipline, turn to excessive bodily consciousness to produce [a] 

jouissance-like evasion." Interestingly this more than effectively describes the physical, evasive, 

offensive popular pleasures that young men and women living through World War One both 

produced and consumed in increasing amounts as the realities of the era hit home.  

 

 It was not only the scale of conflict that was unprecedented, but also the speed of change 

in many western societies. Airplane travel was becoming a reality, even if only for the 

privileged, while motoring for pleasure allowed a much larger demographic to pursue their 

pastimes in ever more distant locations.
 271

 In Australia film exhibitors like Edward Carroll and 

George Birch were increasingly turning old theatres (or designing purpose-built cinemas) in 

response to film pioneers like Charlie Chaplin who in turn were successfully championing two 

reel movies. In tandem with all this technological change were the new and emerging styles of 

(sometimes shocking) creativity - notably cubism and jazz.  In the movies Theda Bara was 

batting her black-ringed eyes to immortalize the vamp, Mack Sennett had introduced his bathing 

beauties, and the first wave of great movie stars was arriving - Mary Pickford, Douglas 

Fairbanks, William S. Hart, Wallace Reid. By 1919 the portents of the 1920s were in full 

evidence. Jazz had taken over from ragtime, prohibition had been decreed in the USA, and 

women's skirts were already rising as much as six inches above the ground. While the 

musicological and social influences of ragtime and jazz as American music phenomena have 

received a great deal of analysis, their role in the Australian industrial and cultural contexts have  

                                                           
271   By 1917 this pastime had begun to find space in most newspapers and even in theatrical magazines like the Theatre. First 

Nighter's "Motoring" column is one example of the increasing interest of motoring for pleasure (see for example, Feb. 1917, 32). 
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been of interest to very few historians and academics (John Whiteoak's work in this area is 

arguably the most sustained).  Even  this thesis  can  only  skirt  over  the  part  ragtime  and jazz 

played on the local stage, due largely to the non-musicological approach taken. Suffice to say, 

no discussion of the revusical can ignore the importance of these two music genres as major 

contributors to its broad appeal.  This thesis therefore admits to undertaking a general overview 

of the revusical's musical aspects - focusing more on its socio-industrial influence than on an 

analysis of structure and notation. Charles Norman makes a significant point in his book 

regarding the vital part that music and musicians played in the development of vaudeville and 

revusicals:  

How can one possibly write or even think about the everlasting vaudeville entertainment in 

its heyday without mentioning the solid foundation and often carrying force of these shows - 

through sheer  determination and dedication to their job - the pit band… The typical pit band 

consisted of flute, clarinet, trumpets, trombone, piano, bass and the workshop of the 

ensemble, the drums. The percussionist… was a veritable one-arm paper hanger. He was the 

appointed keeper of the rhythm, sound-effects man, and general all-round dust raiser… The 

pit band could change moods like we change expressions. It kidded, it cried. It raved. It 

raised the very devil. It moved a theatre full of people with every worry and neurosis 

common to man to a state of sheer delight. Without the pit band the wonders that were 

vaudeville would never have been (81).
272

 
 

 The Australian variety industry's fascination with ragtime was well documented in the 

newspapers from the beginning of the 1900s. It can be ascertained, for example, that "rag 

music" had found popular appeal in Australia through songs like "A Ragtime Nightmare," 

"Coon Town Ragtime Lancers," "Tickled to Death Cakewalk" (A Cute Ragtime March) and 

"My Ragtime Bride Cakewalk." All of these were published in Albert and Sons' American 

Annual series around 1904/05, a publication that routinely sold in the thousands.
273

 The 

Theatre's interest in the music was raised as early as 1911 when it presented a feature article on 

touring American ragtime dance specialist and composer Ben Harney, complete with a series of 

photographs demonstrating his ragtime "attitudes." Harney himself pointed to the reason why 

ragtime was finding such popular support among audiences and musicians alike being that it 

was "the accomplishment of natural musicians rather than of skilled musicians" ("Ben Harney" 

9) 

 

 The ragtime craze had by 1913 worked its way into most aspects of the industry. J. C. 

Williamson's Puss in Boots pantomime boasted such novelties as "Alexander's Ragtime Band," 

"Everybody's Doing It," "The Ragtime Violin" and "The Mysterious Rag" ("Palings" 2). More 

                                                           
272   For a more perspective see also "Blame the Orchestra section in X-Ray's "Month in Vaudeville" Theatre Jan. (1916), 28, in 

which the difficulties faced by music directors is briefly essayed. 
273   See Albert's American Annual, No 2  (Sydney Morning Herald 7 Jan. 1905, 2) and American Annual, No 3 (Sydney 

Morning Herald  2 Dec. 1905, 2). The No 2 edition was said to have set a record of a thousand copies in one day, according to 

the 7 January advertisement. 
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serious-minded music critics had by this time begun commenting on the rise of this "so-named 

Yankee ingenuity," pointing out, for example, that the craze was "like most other new things… 

as old as the hills. The only new feature about it," writes the Sydney Morning Herald's "Music 

and Drama" editor, "is its application to a by-path of art where a crowd of semi-musical people 

have hitherto been ignorant of its venerable existence. Ragtime is simply a method of giving 

rhythmical variety and piquancy to music by the occasional displacement of the expected 

regular accent" (4). Such high art musings were themselves ignored by a popular culture which 

cared very little for ragtime's past when its ultimate relevance was as a means of contemporary 

expression. For the more serious variety aficionado, however, there were numerous articles 

printed in industry magazines that provided information on how to achieve ragtime's "swank."
274

 

 

 The rise of ragtime can be seen as very much a response to the international conflict that 

began in 1914. Leading American ragtime composers like W. C. Handy, Irving Berlin and Scott 

Joplin saw the negative effect of war on the US public as a challenge, and found in ragtime a 

style of music that was not just an aural experience but one which also produced bodily 

pleasures. Although it was not the only form of music to appeal to western societies during this 

era, with sentimental songs based on traditional "popular" styles also finding widespread 

success, ragtime was the dominant form of music to harness physical, evasive and offensive 

pleasures. The enormous success of the American ragtime songwriters in turn led to the 

replication of the form in Australia, and in this pre-radio era the ideal platform for its 

dissemination was the variety stage. The arrival of the revusical around 1915 was therefore the 

best opportunity for Australian songwriters and producers to exploit the music's potential.  

 

Ragtime's impact as possibly the new century's first popular culture phenomenon, 

combined with the rapid increases in technology and leisure-orientated pastimes, was 

particularly timely. This is because it emerged during an era when the belief that sexual pleasure 

should be retrained by social discipline was being increasingly questioned. Ragtime dancing 

itself required of its participants that they be attired in such a way that allowed for wild, 

uninhibited dancing. For many young women the shorter skirts and their uncomplicated design 

allowed for a greater sense of physical freedom, which further reinforced a sense of excessive 

bodily pleasure for both them and the men who admired their new-found exposure. The 

excitement here was that such behaviour was in direct conflict with the nineteenth century moral 

attitude which sought to limit the carnivalesque popular pleasures because such displays were 

linked to sexual promiscuity which in turn threatened social order (Fiske 52). Resistance to this 

form of social discipline in the war era is perhaps best demonstrated in the rise of the flapper.  

  

                                                           
274   See for example an interview with Billy Geller in "Interviews and Impressions." Theatre Feb. (1914), 32. 
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 By 1916 even artists whose careers had been built on minstrel coon songs (Maud 

Fanning, for example) were specializing in ragtime numbers.  Two of the previous year's biggest 

pantomime hits according to the Theatre magazine were "the Ragtime Goblin Man" (performed 

by Minnie Love) and Arthur Stignant's "Ragtime Patchwork." Both were included in J. C. 

Williamsons' spectacular Cinderella production (Her Majesty's Theatre, Melb).
275

  Often these 

ragtime numbers were actually written by local musicians and music directors-turned 

songwriters – those like Ralph Weekes or Percy Davis (Harry Clay's music directors). One 

variety songwriter to establish a national reputation was Vince Courtney, who between 1916 and 

1919 was a member of Nat Phillips company (see Appendix D). The John N. McCallum section 

of the Nat Phillips Collection also indicates that in-house compositions for revusical companies 

like Walter Johnston's Town Topics were invariably left in the hands of Brisbane-based music 

director Fred Whaite.
276

 While reviews of specific musical performances are often hard to locate 

one report of Les Bates' 1916 Follies of Pleasure tour, published in the West Australian, 

provides a snap shot of the typical musical fare offered in the Joyland and Matinee Girl 

revusicals: 

Like the revue, the musical burlesque comprises a medley of music, dancing and humour, 

the whole strung together on the slenderest of plots… The music of the [company's two 

productions] consists of a number of brisk solos and choruses mainly in ragtime, alternating 

with the approved style of sentimental ballad ("Follies" 6). 
 

 

  Ragtime's influence prevailed not only in popular song but also in social dancing, with 

lively and picturesquely named dances as the "Turkey Trot," the "Grizzly Bear," "Bunny Hug," 

the "Texas Tommy" and the "Kangaroo Dip" becoming international crazes.  With its lively, 

insistent beat, "rag" music was ideally suited to the war years, providing young men and women 

the opportunity to cavort with "gay" abandon to the isolated ragtime rhythms (and their own) 

and hopefully put aside, temporarily, the unfolding events.  By 1918, however, ragtime began to 

give ground to a new music craze - jazz. A Fullers' Brisbane season at the Empire Theatre in 

September of that year indicates that jazz was brought to the city for the first time in any 

significant fashion through the variety stage: "What is a jazz band… book your seat for 

tomorrow. You'll hear one!" proclaimed one of the company's Brisbane Courier 

advertisements.
277

  The following day's advertisement took on a more jazzy style: "THE JAZZ 

BAND… see that saucy saxophone, fix that funny fiddler, dope out that dippy drummer, pipe 

that perky pianist, twig that tricky trombonist… Oh hear them jazz."
278

 The Truth newspaper 

                                                           
275    Theatre Apr. (1915), 17. 
276    See 1919 programs held in the archive (Box 7: programs section C.2 - C.14). Fred Whaite is also represented in the Nat 

Phillips Archive with several music theatre works identified - notably the comic opera In Gay Seville and the musical comedy 

The Last Train to Pinkenba (see Box 6). Whaite's variety industry pedigree was as the son of one of the country's most 

successful scenic artists of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Harry Whaite.  
277

   Brisbane Courier 20 Sept. (1918), 2. 
278

   Brisbane Courier 21 Sept. (1918), 2. 
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provides further evidence of this new music having been only just introduced to the city: "Until 

yesterday afternoon, Brisbane's only acquaintance with a jazz band had been on the movie 

screen or in the pages of an American magazine, but yesterday afternoon and last night one of 

these makers of melody and mirth put it all over the Empire audiences."
279

 The rage was such 

that dance practitioners trained in classical styles were unable to ignore the public's demand for 

new steps. X-Ray's September 1919 "Vaudeville" section highlights this fact: 

"The New Hesitation Waltz," "Rag," "Jazz," and a sensational speed dance in which a 

remarkable walk - The Adami-Flo Walk," performed by M. Valentino Adami and Mdlle. 

Andrea Flo in their exhibition of modern dances on the Rickards circuit. The latter dance is 

creating a sensation. It looks simple; but is very catchy and difficult." Although classically 

trained the pair "have attuned themselves to the light ephemeral dancing mood of present 

day fashion. That is why their act is so charmingly attractive (28). 
 

 

 

Ben Harney and Jessie Haynes 
"Coming in on the trudgeon stroke." 

Theatre: An Illustrated Monthly Devoted to the Stage Feb. (1911), 9. 
 

 Variety entertainment from at least the 1890s had been drawn increasingly towards more 

revealing displays of feminine flesh through the appeal of chorus girls and soubrettes. As will 

shortly be seen, reasons or excuses for parading this desirable commodity on stage were 

multitudinous. The revusical, however, was by no means the only theatrical vehicle to develop a 

greater emphasis on the female form. Netball became a craze in Australia, for example, after it 

was introduced to variety audiences by Harry Rickards in 1902, but would possibly have created 

only passing interest were it not for the two teams of scantily clad female players engaged to 

demonstrate its potential as a social pastime.
280

  Even nudity on the variety stage was not new by 

the time of the flapper phenomenon. Naked models had been performing classical statue-like 

poses as a type of artistic statement on the world vaudeville stages for some time, although there 

                                                           
279    Truth 22 Sept. (1919), 6. 
280    "Music and Drama" Brisbane Courier 22 Mar. (1902), 9. See also reference in Chapter One.  
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was a requirement that these artists did not move so as to preserve the integrity of the 

presentation (they changed poses during moments of blackout).
281

  

  

 A social construct that garnered massive appeal on variety stages around the world, and in 

Australian revusicals in particular, the flapper is arguably one of the most spectacular examples 

of the evasion of social discipline from the era, producing jouissance-like reactions through 

excessive bodily consciousness. A widely-reproduced article from 1914, "Flappers under Fire," 

reports that British scientists in Australia had even attempted to bring "their gigantic intellects to 

bear upon the local flapper." The article's author writes:  

Not at all pleased with her are they. They groan at the free and easy flippancy of her 

manners, and shudder at her generous display of physical charms. Her low-cut blouse is 

considered subversive of morality, her split skirt is an incentive to vice, and her openwork 

stockings are a snare and a temptation to the hearts of men. Said one of the visitors (a lady 

scientist): "I consider your flapper a menace to the community. She is but a child in years, 

but she is too well versed in tricks of making-up and too prone to copy exaggerated fashion 

plates." To all which Miss Flapper would retort in her own language. "There was no thought 

of pleasing you when I was made." That answer touches the spot. The flapper was created to 

bring joy into the heart of her masculine mate - the "knut" with the Yankee clobber, the 

"raining in London" trousers, and the sultry socks…. The opinion of a set of elderly and 

somewhat wowseristic scientists counts for nothing against the gloating gaze of a Bourke-

Street "head" or a Block Johnnie…. What's wrong with the flapper, anyway. Long may she 

flap (7). 
 

The provision of buxom and (often) scantily-clad chorus girls, placed in positions of delicate 

innuendo provided exactly this level of evasive pleasure, as the opening chorus of Nat Phillips' 

What Oh Tonight implies: 

Girls who have to work, don't stay at home and shirk 

Come and learn the beauty art, and stay and stay and stay 

If you're very plain, don't sit there in pain 

Come and have it massaged all away, away, away 
 

Manicuring's fine, pedicure divine 

Every girl who has a boy to win 

Come let's do your hair, we will make you fair 

Come on boys and see the fun begin.
282

 

 

Two aspects of evasion and productive pleasure, while explored to some extent in the previous 

chapter, can now be examined in respect of revusicals being produced during this early 

industrially creative era. Examples of variety related productive/evasive pleasures can be seen in 

the frequency of female-related photographs published in the trade magazines from as early as 

1914. In a number of instances the nude photographs, presented as "artistic poses," served to 

provide additional viewing pleasure for fans of variety. One of the first of these appears in 1916 

when the Theatre presented Ellera Neri, one of The Bunyip's chorus girls, in a nude pose. Two 

                                                           
281    These posing acts were not always nude - with evidence suggesting that some artists wore skin tights so as to avoid police 

intervention. The posers dancing in the photographs on page 253 appear, however, to be naked. 
282    See Appendix B.1, page 3. 
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years later, English music hall star, Daisy Jerome, appeared nude with a bunch of namesake 

flowers for the same magazine,
283

 which prompted one reader to contribute his favourite nude 

painting for the magazine's following edition, describing it as a "model of a perfectly 

proportioned figure."
284

 

 

 
 

Daisy Jerome 
Theatre Magazine Sept. (1918), 6. 

(Courtesy of the Fryer Library, U of Qld) 
 

 
 

Nude Model 
Preview of the Cecille Pagum Company 

Australian tour. 
Green Room May (1919), 3. 

(Courtesy of the Fryer Library, U of Qld) 

 
 

Nude Dancers 
Green Room May (1919), 3. 

(Courtesy of the Fryer Library, U of Qld) 
 

 

 

Ellera Neri 
"A fine art study." 

Theatre Magazine Nov. (1916), 53. 
(Courtesy of the Fryer Library, U of Qld) 
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 This interest in the female body was obviously not new, but the frequency of her 

appearance in the variety magazines of the day demonstrates that there was a freeing up of the 

Victorian mindset by the new post-war/ragtime generation. The influence of the flapper on the 

variety stage can be further demonstrated by increased advertisements in the industry magazines 

for young women. "Wanted for Revue work," goes one Harry Clay pitch to would-be chorus 

girls. "Young lady song and dance artistes with voices and new faces essential. Apply by letter 

to J. H. White [Clay's Sydney agent]"
285

  The young girl, or flapper, of this era was not regarded 

by all as beneficial to the industry, though. Frank Vernon, in his book The Twentieth Century 

Theatre devotes an entire chapter to the theatre of the flapper: "She was an excited and 

uneducated young person who couldn't be bothered to listen to a play unless it had melodrama 

and jejune sentimentality in slabs; she knew it was a jolly war because it brought home men in 

uniform and that thrilled her sexually." He goes on to argue that the flapper "blighted English 

acting by reducing elderly, non-eligible-for-service actors to the status of clown" (qtd. in "The 

Flappers' Reign" 18). 

 

 

 

Daisy Jerome 
Photograph accompanying her Rexona endorsement. 

Theatre Magazine Oct. (1916), 46. 
(Courtesy of the Fryer Library, U of Qld) 

 

 

 The epitome of the variety flapper during the war years was arguably Daisy Jerome, the 

New York-born but English-raised soubrette who effectively provided a music hall equivalent of 

Marie Lloyd for war time audience. Her presence in Australia during her two tours here, 1913-

                                                           
285   Australian Variety and Show World 15 Nov. (1916), 8. 
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16 (for J. C. Williamsons and the Fullers among others) and 1920-1922 for the Tivoli, was one 

of superstar status. Described by the Theatre in March 1919 as "a most humorously audacious 

claimant for public notice," Jerome is said to have admitted to a Williamsons' press agent that 

she was "prepared to do anything" to get media and public attention ("Daisy's  Dash" 11). Roy 

Rene's recollection of Jerome is that "she was a good artist… She got the crowd all right. She 

used to give them the stuff semi-blue. I should think that quite a number of people would 

remember her" (79). Known widely as "the electric spark," Jerome certainly garnered a 

significant amount of attention from the local press, with articles about her appearing regularly - 

some of them of her own making, too. As historical resources, however, these are somewhat 

problematic due to Jerome's capacity for embellishment (and even manufacturing stories). What 

Jerome did, however, was to serve as a new model of femininity during the flapper era. She 

exuded confidence and self-reliance, and was not afraid to mix it with the boys, so to speak. "I 

have ridden astride through Portsmouth, for I am as much a boy as a girl," she told the Theatre 

in 1915. "It was [also] a favourite prank of mine to go into the military canteens and pass on 

drinks to the soldiers who used to call me Bill… I have twice been in court… I love riding, play 

billiards badly and dislike golf, a game that means you have to pay to walk" ("Daisy Jerome" 

25). 

  

 For the young Australian flapper and variety artiste of the war years there was no greater 

role model than Jerome. In this respect she demonstrated the achievements possible for women 

of the era, many of whom were taking on additional responsibilities due to their husbands, 

brothers and fathers being absent through the war effort. Jerome's sense of carefree abandon and 

self-belief was a decidedly potent mix for young women, who flocked to see her. Aside from 

Daisy Jerome, however, the impact of the flapper had a significant part to play in the popular 

culture appeal of the revusical. Few reviews of the period fail to mention the role of the chorus, 

with some critics going out of their way to emphasise the female delights on show. As 

prominent Clay director and revusical troupe leader Joe Rox once advised those going on the 

stage, "the more you show the more you go."
286

  It appears, too, that any excuse to get young 

women into the least amount of dress was good enough, even if it didn't make much sense to the 

narrative. In one Rox production, for example, the police court setting didn't stop him from 

introducing a bevy of bathing beauties, an aspect commented on by Australian Variety who saw 

more problems with the fact that the bathing costumes were poor quality. "Why did not the girls 

dress like Ida Merton," notes the critic. "She stood out on her own and made the others look so 

awful with their rough costumes."
287

  Indeed reviews tended to devote as much attention to the 

                                                           
286    Theatre Dec. (1917), 46.  
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chorus as they did to individual performers. X-Ray's critique of Arthur Morley's The Belle of 

Parsley Bay notes, for example: "The feature of the revue is the really attractive dancing of the 

Gaiety Six chorus."
288

  Later that year another revusical's chorus receives his glowing tribute: 

"The Gaiety Six are all shapely, attractive girls. With their singing and dancing they combine an 

acrobatic display that includes some clever posing and tumbling. The applause the performers 

get shows how immensely to the liking of the audience is their offering."
289

 Reference to 

flappers, chorus girls and vamps were also often part of an evening's programme, as the 

following from husband and wife vaudeville team, Joe and Vera White, demonstrates: 

   He:    I saw Theda Bara in Cleopatra last night. 

   She:   How did you like it? 

   He:    I never saw Theda bare-er.     
 

   He:   What do you do for a living? 

   She:  I'm a show girl. 

   He:   If you show any more you'll get pinched.
290

 

 

Some comedy patter from Ern Delavale and Will Gilbert, two prominent Harry Clay comedians further 

demonstrates the appeal of referencing female nudity in the flapper era: 

 Mr Delavale (handing Mr Gilbert a postcard): That is "Venus in the Bath." 

 Mr Gilbert: (taking the card, and looking at it): Yes? 

 Mr Delavale: Of course you can see very little of her. The water is up to her neck. (Mr Gilbert  

   continues looking at the picture, evidently with no thought of handing the card back to Mr  

  Delavale.) 

 Mr Delavale: (reaching for it): Give it to me. 

 Mr Gilbert: No, I'm waiting. 

 Mr Delavale: Waiting for what? 

 Mr Gilbert: Waiting for the water to run out.
291

  

 

The issue of social proprietary and morality as it pertained to chorus girls and flappers continued 

to be raised in newspapers and industry magazines throughout the war years. An article titled 

"How Much Less Will the Chorus Wear," published in the Green Room in 1919, looks at the 

issue from an international perspective but notes that for some time "Australia had many 

offerings of pretty plank-walkers plunging through the audience in next to bath-room attire with 

dimpled knees on the level on the front stalls' eyes" (1). The author, writing under the by-line, 

"Uriah, the Hit Out," indicates that he had been told by one German producer that nudity was 

appealing as much on the grounds of economy as novelty. "It would be much cheaper," he 

argued, "if the girls wore nothing, provided the public came along just the same to glimpse Eve 

in her modern music-hall setting" (1). There may well be some factual basis in this confession as 

silk tights and silken hose were not only very costly during the war but more to the point were 

almost unprocurable: 
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289    Theatre Oct. (1919), 28. 
290    Theatre Apr. (1919), 28. 
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The cotton substitute, to the trained eye of the stalls' bald-head, was hideous… and the 

managers voted for bare limbs and a liberal use of powder. They saved money and they 

pleased their patrons, but the nude limbs put a tremor into many a nymph of the ballet on 

whose shape the shadow of suspicion had never previously fallen. You can't pad bare 

calves and powder is no remedy for bandiness (1). 
 

In addition to reviews and reports published in the entertainment sections of various newspapers 

and magazines, too, were letters to the editor, editorial comment and cartoons which added 

further to the public debate. Seemingly less concerned with this issue as a matter of morality, 

and perhaps more interested in boosting sales, the industry magazines published in almost every 

issue a number of photographs of scantily clad female performers in various artistic or enticing 

poses. 

 

 
 

Al Bruce's Rosebuds 
Theatre Magazine July 1916, 33. 

(Courtesy of the Fryer Library, U of Qld) 

 
 

"The Vampire Dance" 
A vaudeville speciality performed by Sydney girl, Nina Speight. 

Theatre Nov. 1915, 39. 
(Courtesy of the Fryer Library, U of Qld) 
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Cosette:  You're giving the glad-eye to Max, carrying on with Paul, and more or less entangled with half-a-dozen  

  others. What does your husband think of it all? 

Fifi:  Fiddlesticks! Don't you know that in these days the right hand should never know what the left hand gives? 
 

"Seaside Confidences" 
The second in a series of "French War-Time Humorosities." 

Theatre July (1918), 47. 
(Courtesy of the Fryer Library, U of Qld) 

  

 The purpose of this chapter has been to demonstrate that the success of the revusical was 

not entirely down to leading comics like Roy Rene, Nat Phillips, Bert Le Blanc or Jake Mack, or 

managements like the Fullers and Harry Clay. Nor was it entirely down to ragtime music, 

supporting actors, managements, the loss of imported artists or the advances and developments 

affecting the wider industry. Rather, it was a combination of all the above being actively 

engaged within the industry at the right moment of time. While the flapper and ragtime provided 

a sense of the crazy care-free attitude that many young people, especially desired at that intense 

period of world history, the comics, performers and writers also did their bit to provide a level of 

professionalism, infused with socially-relevant material that allowed the genre to find 

widespread appeal. Although it took several years for Australian society to return to a sense of 

normality after the end of the war, by this time jazz and the flapper were established aspects of 

variety entertainment and continued to influence the revusical's development into the next 

decade. Through its unique mix of theatrically-imbued factors  - productivity, relevance and 

functionality - this long-forgotten genre allowed audiences the opportunity to make meanings 

that were their meanings, to take on board pleasures that were relevance and desirable, and 

which related in an everyday manner to the world they lived in. 
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